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SUPREME COURT VOIDS CLAUSE
IN PATENTS GIVING GOVE-
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Washington, June 22. Transcontl-nenta- l
railways won their fight for
title to some f700.000.000 worth of
supreme court tooil lands when
in the patclause
void
the
held
day
ents making the land revert to the
n
government If land Is found to con-taiminerals.
The court held that the patnents
were irregular but that they could not
he attacked collaterally by other
claimants but could only he set aside
by a direct attack by the government.
Justice Vandeventer for the court
incidentally emphasized the claim
that the government's time in which
it could attack thie patents had expired in 1900
case before this court,"
j said"In every Vandevanter,
"we have
Judge
law
the
were
says that only
held that
mineral or homestead lands are to be
offigranted by the lana officials, the
ascertainof
do
their
must
duty
cials
within the
ing whether that land came
can
perform their
law and that they
ui
exceptions
Inserting
luty
. . by
ooa r tnvnA latnr not
t ha within the law."
This was precisely the contention of
or-19- 01.
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Vandeventer pointed out that all the
land patents granted to railroads
since 1866 contained a clause declaring
..
o
tho
V."
if later it was found to
contain minerals.
"Let us see what this would mean
In the case of the Northern Pacific,"
eald he. "The Northern racmc boi
every alternate section of land in a
40 mile wide strip from Duluth to the
Pacific. S.bould these clauses be held
to
vajld, thelqyestion would arise as
purchaswither .tbose "ho long ago
ed' from the railroads and created
arms, rancneu turn, uwu on wcui
.any rights."
The company contend that evidence
could, not, be presented at this date to
mlnera1' anfl
thatjtfifl, lssu,ance of the patents was
too conclusive proofs they were not
It also argued that the exception was
void. Justice Vandevanter held that
.

,vrnfnnt
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I
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the secretary of the Interior to Inquire
whether the lands were of the class
for which a patent could be Issued.
- deferring to the practice of the land

Justice Vandevanter said It
has been the uniform practice to decide whether the land was within the
limits of the application when the apIsplication was made and1 before the
the
of
patent
suing
The government bas a seperate suit,
distinguished from the case today, to
cancel the patents to oil lands ' held
by the transcontinental carriers.
decision was in a case brought
who
.by Edmund Burke of California,
claimed the right to lands now held
t.r the southern Pacific, on the ground
they should revert to the government
because oil has been found after tne
iBiiea of the natent to the railroad.
Inasmuch as all the transcontinental
lines have similar lands they come In
to the nroceedinfes. The court decided
practically only one point in favor of
the government's contention that ou
lands were mineral lands.
The recover of lands exceedings
In value several times all the gold
coin in the United States and more
than all the personal property and real
estate taxed in Louisiana, Rhode Island, Virginia, North. Carolina or Nebraska was involved.
More than $700,000,000 worth of oil
lands owned by the neat transcon
tintntal railroads are involved in the
office,

To-dav-'a

uujreme court decision in the case
t.dinund Burke, wno canned Utile
to ipart of the lands which were grunted by the' government to the Southern, Pacific railroad tn California. The
government contended that" when U
gave the lands to the railroad it did
not grant valuable minerals not then
known to exist
The government issued a patent In
1894 to the Southern Pacific in aid
of its construction of a transcontinental line. Patents were issued likewise to the Northern Pacific and otter
lines traversing the plain and the
Rockiee to the coast, each patent
contained an exception and reserva
tion reading as follows:
"Excluding and fxcepung all mln
eral lands should any such be found
in the tracts aforesaid, but this ex
clusion and exception, according to
the terms-o- f
the statute shall not be
consisted to include coal and iron
lands,"
For years a fierce controversy has
been waged as to the effect of the
discovery of oil.
The railroads contended that oil
wa not a mineral and therefore oil
lands were not excepted from the
grant Furthermore, the railroads
contended that the exception was void
under the law governing realty.
The government took the position
that it could show at any time, even
after the Issuance of the patent, that
the lands were oil In nature and thus
prevent their remaining In the hands
of the railroads.
Previous to the government suit
a
nature or toe
a
was
by Burke
emphasized
troversy
and other laying claim to a portion of
the oil lands, tinder the placer min
ing laws. They contended that the
Southern Pacific had no title to the
lands on much the same grounds as
the government, and asserted affirm
ative title for themselves.
Pacific obtained
The Northern
leave, because of its Indirect Interest
in the litigation, to (present an argu
ment in the case. It contended that
other land grant railroads would be
affected vitally by a decision uphold
ing Burke's claim.
The Value ot the property at stake
has been emphasized by snowlngthat
!
mom than the valuation placed
upon both real and personal property
for taxation In either Louisiana, Vir- gmia, Rhode Island, North Carolina or
mu
in Georgia, Kentucky or "Oregon. The
value la said to be seven times as
- I
,.
TTMJ
great as au me gom m ui
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MR. SPEED MAN look
out for the cops. They
are on your trail.
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combined debts of the various states
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VICTIMS

OF EMPRESS

BURIED

ON STAND, SECOND OFFICER OF
CLAIMS TO
STORSTAND
.
HAVE RESCUED 50
Quebec, June 22. The second offi
cer of the Storstad, K. Reitaertz, took
iip the storyj of the Empress of Ireland tragedy today when the government commission began the second
week of Its investigation. Reitnerts
said that he took charge of one of
the boatsi from the Storstad and res
cued 50 persons from tiie water on
the first trip, although the boat was
supposed to carry oniy 30..
Knute Tonder, a eatlor on the col
lier, said that the Empress was on
the port bow of the Storstad when he
first saw her. He could tell by the
vibration of the propeller, he said,
that the Storstad engine had been
.
put astern.
Fortv-seveunidentified, bodies, of
persons who perished in. the wreck
of the Empress of Ireland were buried
today by order of the coroner. Serv
ices were conducted by both Protest
ant and Catholic clergymen.

TOBACCO CASE SETTLED
Washington, June 22. The Ken
tucky statute making it legal for
farmers to pool their tobacco was to-ay annulled as unconstitutional by
the supreme court
In eubstance the court found that
as a result of the passage of the to
bacco pooling act the Kentucky state
courts held that the trust law of the
state was that any combination was
legal and did not enhance or depress
DTicea above or below real value. The
court held it was beyond human in
was "real
genuity to determine what
value" of an article under imaginary
conditions.

MEDIATION TAKES NATIONAL
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IF FIGHTING FORCES IN MEXICO OFFICERS ; DISAFFECTED
MANY ARE CONTEMPLATING.
CAN AGREEON MAN, ALL
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TUTIONAL
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LEAVES
STILL
MEASURE TO THE LAST
UNSOLD,
OF
STAT MILITIA WOBBLY
DITCH

CLAIMS

IS IN CONTROL
JALISCO STATE

Denver, June 22. Reports of disaffection among officers of the Colo-redNational Guard and pending resignations were revived today with the
convening of the annual infantry officers' school at the state rifle range
near here. Officers said to be concerned declined to.' discuss the subject and
Adjutant .General .ronn Chase met
the report with an absolute denial of
any organized movement among offi
cers to quit the guard.
Alleged failure of the state to back
up the men in the field during the
fighting beginning with the battleof
Ludlow, April 20, and closing with the
truce at Walsenburg which was approved by Lieutenant Governor S. R.
Fitzgerald, then actmg governor, is
said to have caused the reported dis
affection. Questioned about the rumored disaffection and resignations,
General Chose said:
"There is no organized or extensive
movement among officers of the guard
to resign. WKJIe many have felt the
s train: . ef-iven month s'.campaign
incident"" to the disorders of the coal
miners' strike and have experienced
serious effects in tneir business, they
feel obliged to stay with the guard un
til they can be relieved in the regular
order through promotions and new appointments without detrimental results
to the service."
General Chase admitted that of
more than 100 officers, 14 had expressed to him a desire to be relieved for
reasons of ibuslness and health or because of removal from Colorado, since
the state troops were recalled from
the strike districts. He declard most
of these expressions had not been ac
companied by the presentation of formal resignations. He added that more
than a month ago tne resignation of
Major C. C. Townsend had been accepted because of 111 health and "this
is the only one acted on."
officers
Fourteen
had taken the examination last week
for promotion tobommissiods, he saM,'
and Intimated steps would be taen"
in due time to relieve officers for business and health reasons. When federal troops occupied the coal mining
districts nearly , two months ago it
New Delegates Are Coming
was announced their stay would end
Washington, June 22". Indications when the state of iIorado could re
jhere, today were that 'the coming of sume control. To assist in attaining
the three new representatives of the this result the state legislature in exwould tra session early in May authorized a
movement
constitutionalist
informal
bond issue of $1,000,000.. to meet past
negotiafor.
the
way
pave
tions between those fotcee and the and'tuture military expenses. These
American mediators at Niagara Falla bonds still are unsold.
That the mediators themselves will In the meantime' Governor Ammons
welcome anything the American dele- - Stated that should the federal troops
gates can do with the constitutional- bemoved the civil authorities would
ists was assured here to official-- . quar be left .to handle the situation until
some overt act .of disorder made neters.
The three new delegates enrouta cessary the reassembling of the mili
here, said to have the approval of tia. The officers school opened with
General Carranza and General Villa, about 25 in attendance. It will conare Fern ado Inglesias Calderon, who tinue five days.
The legislative committee, which has
has been in conference with Carranza
at SaRlllo. Alfredo Breceda, aide to been studying the situation In connec
Carranza, and Leopoldo Hurtado Es-- tion with the coat miners' strike since
penoea, a member of the congress the adjournment of the extra session
during the Madero administration. It of the general assembly, resumed its
is believed here that Calderon will activities at the state house today.
succeed Rafael Zubaran as chief rep No word of the matters under consid
resentative of the constitutionalists eration or the course its activities had
here. The three men are expected taken were given out
Wednesday.
a
TAX LEVY IN FRANCE
Another message from General
for
been
to the mediators has
Paris, June 22. The French gov
warded from Washington to Niagara ernment today issued regulations un
Falls. In that) communication the con der which a tax of 5 'per cent Is to
stitutionalist first chief is reported to be collected on Income received In
have discussed probable informal ne France from foreign stocks, bonds and
gotiations as to a provisional govern- - securities of whatever form, including
The regulations
prwrnment bonds.
go into force on July 1.
(Continued on Page Four)

Niagara Falls, June 22. The United States government haa' invited
representatives of General,.Carranza
and General Huerta to meet at an
informal conference here with the
hope of bringing about the pacifica
tion of Mexico. The Huerta delegates
today Informed the American delegates through the mediators that they
are willing to deal with the constitutionalists in this way.
Actual negotiations between representatives of the fighting factions in
Mexico, ia an effort to agree on the
Individual for the provisional presidency is the latest plan which the
mediators have evolved for the solution of the Mexican problem. Just
how the two elements will be drawn
together remained a secret today.
It became known that strong pressure
had been brough to bear on General
Carranza through the American gov
ernment and that the mediators had
persuaded the Huerta. government to
,
come into the plan,
Informal parleys "between the rep
resentatives of the two factions, outside of the formal mediation, proceedings, but with the counsel and advice
of the American delegates is the
object of the new plan. This move
was adopted as a last resort every
effort to get the constitutionalists to
agree to an armistice as described,
the mediators having failed
The appeal, which Is said to have
been made to both factions, is that
the Mexicans themselves must save
their country from further spoliation
n
and bloodshed by each making
will
side
neither
but
sacrifices,
be asked to abandon the principles
for which they have Been contending.
It wilt be several days before the
plans will materialize and constitu
tionalist delegates can arrive. In the
meantime the mediators and Huerta
and American delegates will continue
rhelr discussions of other i jjoints in
the general peace plane than those
on which they have been deadlocked.
a
Separate conversations with the Jluer-tand American delegates were set
tor today.
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Washington, June 22. Th i supreme
court today upheld the pipe line
act of 1906, placing ail interstate oil
pipe lines under interstare commerce
commission regulations, as constitu
tional but, is not applicable to the
Uncle Sam Oil company.
Chief Justice White dissented, holding the Uncle Sam company should
have been held to come under the
law. Justice McKenna also dissented.
saying the act transcended the power
of congress.
The majorityof the court held that
the Uncle Sam company was exempt
it mere
from the act because
line for
one
Btate
across
oil
carried
ly
its own use. The court held all the
other pipe lines were virtually com
mon carriers In all but name.
The pipe line amendmpnt to the
Hepburn rate law of 196 was the re
sult of investigation by the bureau of
corporations into the affairs of the
Standard Oil company. When the bu
reau through President Roosevelt in
formed., congress ..that the Standard's
control of pipe lines in the United
States was one of its chief sources
of power as a monopoly, . Senator
Lodge moved to amend the rate law,
then before congress, so as to place
pipe lines under the regulation of the
Interstate commerce commission.
Senator Foraker of Ohio began a
fight against the Lodge amendment,
contending it would be unconstltu
tlonal unless it placed under the com
mission only those Hnes which held
themselves out as common carriers.
The amendment as finally passed
,
read:. .
"That the provisions of this act
shall apply to any corporation or any
oerson or person engaged in the
transportation of oil .or other commodity, except water and except nat
ural or artificial gas, by means of
pipe lines; or partly by pipe lines and
partly by railroad or partly by pipe
shall
lines and partly by wateiw-wh- o
common
be
to
held
be considered and
carriers within the meaning and pur
pose of this act"
When the interstate commerce com
mission began to enforce the law it
called Upon the pipe line companies
to file rates. Of the 28 principal pipe
lines, tn, .the United States, six
to eomDly'.' Those i were the
Ohio Oil company, thettndard Oil
'
company, the Standard Oil Company
of Louisiana, the Prairie Oil and Gas
company, the Uncle Sam Oil com
pany and the Tidewater Pipe company, limited, carrying oil from the
Appalachian field, covering New York,
Pennsylvania. West' Virginia, Ken
tucky! and Tennessee; the Illinois-In-diama-Ohi- a
field; ; the
Kansas and Oklahoma.
and -- the: gulf field, covering Louis
iana and Texas.
The six hostile companies applied
to the commerce court and it enjoin
ed the enforcement of the order, on
the ground that the amendment was
unconstitutional. 1'he court held that
there was not fbe real and substantial relation between the avowed objects of the legislation and the means
devised for attaining those objects to
make the law' constitutional.
Before the supreme court the gov
ernment took euare Issue with the
commerce court about the relation of
the objects and the means used. The
ssovernment insisted that the object
of the legislation was to make it im
possible to organize another oil mo
nopoly, such as had been struck down
by the court in the Standard Oil decision in 1911, It contended tliat mo
.

re-fus-

.

field.-covsri-

ng

wbs the root
monopoly of the oil business
that must be eradicated if a full
grown monopoly was to be avoided.
It contended congress had a right to
prohibit corporations carrying oil in
interstate commerce by pipe limes un.
less they become common carriers.
The government was not satisfied
with ihs suggestion during argument
that the Jaw should be construed so
as to apply only to those companies
which hold themselves out as doing
business for the public, or as common carriers.
It asserted that all that would be
necessary in order to make the law a
nullity then would be for the owner of
the lines to change their names during
the last few miles of the pipe, creat
ing a station or terminus of the com-me- n
carrier out in, the woods, where
no small independents would find a
market for oil and the, terminal com
pany remaining a private carrier It
was pointed out that at present the
terminus of the Ohio Oil company
line was at a little village of 100 population in Pennsylvania; and the Pra
irie Oil and Gas company to a simil
arly remote village In Louisiana, nam
ed Ida, as Solicitor General Davis told
the court he had heard, was in touch
ing tribute to the biographer of Stan
dard Oil, Miss Ida Tarbell.
total

RECONCILIATION
PLANNED

DY

IYER
WESTERN FEDERATION
LEADERS

ACTIVE

OF LABOR
IN THE

BUTTE PROCEEDINGS

mSSATlSFACTi:;!

BLAMES

OF OLD REGIME HELD
RESPONSIBLE FOR LATE RIOTS
AND PRESENT FIGHT

METHODS

MAYOR OF BUTTEICRITICISED
INDUSTRIAL WORKERS OF THE,
WORLD CHIEFLY RESPONSIBLE FOR IDLENESS

Butte, Mont. June 22. With President Charles H. Moyer of the Western
Federation of Miners insisting tbat
his plan of conciliation, which will
be announced tomorrow at a meeting
LAUNCH DISASTER IN NEW YOKK of the old Butte miners' union, was
Syracuse, N. Y., June 22. An in- the only avenue by which peace can
vestigation of the launch accident be restored, preparations are going
which resulted in the drowning of 12
rapidly forward today for the permapersons in the Oswego last night Is nent organization of the Butte mine
being made under the direction of workers' Union, launched yesterday
Coroner Moore. There were 20 pasby the secessionists from the Western
sengers on the boat and It was re- Federation. Leaders of the new orported that the craft was licensed to ganization say that President Moyer
carry not more than ten passengers. will be brought to a realization that
Seven children are numbered' among the federation has lost practically all
the victims. Three women and two support among local miners.
men were also drowned. Only one of
Dissatisfaction over the managethe children on the boat at the time ment of the affairs of the old union
of the accident was saved.
and a desire to be freed from the necessity of paying heavy assessments
MORE BODIES RECOVERED
to the Western Federation of Miners
Hillcrest, Alberta, June 22. Discov for the support of strikes, led to th
ery by rescuers of CO bodies lying in breach which resulted yesterday
one of the tunnels of Mine No. 20 the determination of the
insurgents to
of the Hillcrest collieries today,
unaffilian
as
Independent,
operate
brought up to 1881 the total ot recov ated union.
ered dead "at" the mine," which was "President
"SfucRie"
MeDanald
wrecked by an explosion Friday..
statement that the new union would
Eighty grave diggers worked all have nothing to with the Industrial
day In the little mountainside ceme Workers of the World organization
tery Just outside the village, and by has caused a feeling of optimism
night It Is expected the greater part among business interests here. Mc
of the former male population of the Donald
signs his name "Muckie" to
mining colony will be resting there.
union documents.
Moyer expects to remain here a
or ten
He will leave
week
INTEBM01TAIN RATE about July 1 fordays.
L'Anse, Mlcb,. where
he is, to stand trial on charges aris
DECIDED
IS
CASE
ing out of the Michigan copper strike
.
last winter.
j
In a statement surveying the situ
REVERSED
COURT
MERCE
ctijrf
ation Moyer declared the leaders ot
BY. SUPREME TRIBUNAL JN
the new union had not acted in good
VITAL ACTION
faith; that the workers bad been de
livered over t&' tbe Industrial Work
;
Washington, June 22. The supreme ers of the World and that "there are
court today reversed the commerce hundreds yes, thousands of irrecourt and upheld the lntermountaiu sponsible men' headed for Butte at
rate of the interstate commerce com- this Instant. What are they coming
mission.
for?" h& askedi,
tJustise White first decided that the
"They .have no jobs',', Moyer said,
unfor, there axeraofe'nien in Butte now
long and Bhort haul clause was
constitutional.
than tbere'Iare'i places ln the mines.
The commerce court had held that The public can take warning as to
the commission could not make blan- their true mission.'
ket or sons rates.. That Is the con
Mayor Duncan Criticised
tention of those who are opposed to
Moyer also criticised Mayor Duncan,
the five per cent increase tn freight socialist, for failing to appear at the
rates now being asked by the eastern mass meeting yesterday to advise
railroads.
against the formation of the new
The chief Justice next upheld the union before Meyer's conciliation plan
j
making of rates by the commission, could be submitted to them. Fortibv sones.
fied with the backing of the Western
"The zones selected by the commis Federation
and
all International
sion were In substance the same as unions of the American Federation of
those previously fixed by the carriers, Labor, together with 170,000 tn ca?i
as the basis of the rats making which In the bank end $50,000 more in trot-at- y
was Included in the tariffs which were
la this and other cities the oM
under Investigation and therefore we miners' union will continue its busimay put that subject out ot view," said ness here, ccordins to Moyer. He
he. "Indeed, except as to. questions Indicated the - federation would conof power, there is no contention fn the tinue to hold its contracts witb the
argument as to the Inequality ot the mining companies and would furnish,
Tones of the percentages as to any sufficient federation men to fill all
undue preference ot discrimination re- places In the mines,
Action to this end, be eald, would
sulting from the action taken."
"But be this as It may. In view of be taken if the men who have seceded
the findings of the. commission ss to fall to take advantage of the oppor
the system of rates prevailing tn the tunity to return to the federation. Mc
tariffs whicb were before It of the In Donald said that federation members
equalities and burdens engendered by in Michigan and Utah were on the
such system, of the possible aggran- point ot seceding and bad agreed to
disement unnaturally beyond the lim- Join the protest movement.
its produced by competition In favor of
the competitive points and agalnt
other points by the tariff iu question, VOWS OF POVERTY OVERRULED
facts which we accept and which InWashington, June 22 The s'ir'p-- i t
we see no rauirt today reversed tie
deed are unchallenged,
rlro.'t i t
ground for spying that the order was the Eighth United Sta
1
not sustained by the facts on which of appeals, which
f 'it ;1
"
'
of poverty in C '
' '
r-VOld bl'Crreo ftl'i r t v
(Continued cn Pcce F?or)
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SWASH
.

J. 9i Candelarto, president; IL L.
secretary.
-In subscribing evry respectfully
with the president and secretary of
the society mentioned, we solicit your
cowurrenee and attendance in this
Dont forget your true
minion.
friend and servant, O. A. Larraaolo."
It is understood that the reunion
will look as far in the future as the
next senatorial election and will urge
that the Spanish Americans unite
either on Felix Martinet or Octaviano
larrazolo at the senatorial primaries.

SP0BT5 PLANNEDiiFORu

B.

AMERICANS

PIAN CONFERENCE

CALL ISSUED FOR
JULY FOURTH TO DISCUSS
CANDIDATES

GOODtuOADS MEET
SAATA FE TO HAVE MANY EXCIT
ING AND NOVEL RACES DURING CONVENTIONS

a vice president, was here Sat
urday and made several suggestions
which it Is expected will lead to the
addition of valuable features to the
convention program.
Mr. Westgard was on his way over
about 14,000 miles of roads In the
middle, western and Rocky Mountain
sections, revising his road maps anJ
logs. While here he conferred with
the governor and state engineer with
relation to the early Improvement of
this state's sections of the northern
Arizona route and the road from
Iardsburg west to Globe and Blsbee,
a section which Is expected someday
to be a part of an important trans
continental route.
is also

1914.

the opening here today of the tenth
aanual convention of the organization.
President' William Woodhead of San
Francisco, called the gathering to order and presided at the opening session. The visitors were welcomed in
addresses by Sir John Gibson, governor of Ontario, and Sir James Whit
ney, premier of the province. The elimination of dishonest methods in ad- ertislng will be the principal subject
of discussion at the convention, the
sessions of which will continue until

Santa Fe, N. M. June 22. Arrange
Santa Fe, June 22. The call for a
adare ueing nuue iuuy iur
ments
convention of Spanish Americans ir
good
three
the
for
attraction
ditional
the
purpose
respective of iparty for
Ihursday.
reads conventions which are to be held
of solidifying them on the race quesmonth.
next
of
latter
here
the
part
on
the
tion, to meet at Santa Fe
Don't Lots Sleep Coughing at Night
ROTARY CLUB CONVENTION
This attraction Is a "Gasoline Gymkmorning of July 4, continues to be
s
22. The
Take Foley's Honey and Tar Com
auto
and
June
Tex.,
of
or
Houston,
mtorcycle
hana"
perles
the topic of conversation among poIt glides down your throat
club
will
pound.
and
kinds
the
of
rotary
mobile races of various
growth
litical leader as well as other
and spreads a healing, soothing coatwae evidenced by the at be held on the second day of the conmovement
The great majority of the SpanCHILDREN WHO ARE SICKLY
ing over the Inflamed tickling surface.
tendance of delegates from nearly ev vention, July 31.
ish American people here condemn
own com That's Immediate relief. It loosens
Mothers
who
their
value
comUnited
the
of
the
and
city
ery important
The local headquarters
the movement In unqualified terms. States and Canada at the opening
fort and the welfare of their children, up the tightness in your chest, stops
mittee of the chamber of commerce
Ic Is understood that it la nothing but
should never be without a box of stuffy wheezy breathing, eases disannual
this
fifth
of
the
for
this
here
morning
In charge of arrangements
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THIRD TRIAL FOR MURDER
OHIO G. A. R. ENCAMPMENT
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CAPITAL PAID IN
Today was devoted to the reception
The reason why coffee and tea injure anybody is because these beverages contain the
of the visitors, meetings of commitlong-know5O,0O.H
poisonous drug:, caffeine, (from 14 to 3 grains to the cup), which physicians have
tees and other preliminary business.
affects the heart, stomach and liver.
The gathering will continue until
Among the prominent men
Ihursday.
Children especially, with their delicate nerves, are susceptible to the action of caffeine,
who have accepted Invitations to adandjshcrald never be allowed to have tea or coffee or any other beverage containing- drugs.
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Governor Cox of Ohio, Governor HatI. M. Cunningham, Preside it
Thousands of adults have found that their headaches, nervousness, indigestion and sleepfield of West Virginia, Governor Ten-e- r
Frank Springer,
of Pennsylvania,
Joseph
lessness have vanished when a change was made from coffee and tea to
B. Foraker and Washington Gardner,
commander-in-chie- f
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WATCH
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Tonight and Tuesday fair; not much change in temperature.

Green Tag: Sale
1--

Off on Everything
With a Few

3

Exceptions

Not a price has been raised for this sale you make your
purchases at our regular price and deduct ONE THIRD
from the total. Parasols Half Price
You need

one

Women's Suits Balf Price

of

Take your choice of the
remaining suits, wool or silk
at half price. Nothing re-

these dainty parasols

these

warm days.
Buy it now at one half

served.

price.
$1.50
$2.00
$3.00
$5.00

Parasols
75c
Parasols. $1.00
Parasols, $1.50
Parasols, $2.50

harmful to children a.s eJcohol is
to
sa.ys Dr. Charlotte Abbey,
the Women's Directory.
superintendent

..$7.50

$20.00 Suits

.$10.00

$30.00 Suits

$15.00

$5.00

Price

We have a few silk, dresses left both party and street,
while they last at half price.1
All women's and children's hats- at half price.
-

Nothing on Approval

Cash Only

Nothing Exchanged

Exceptions- -

-

;

Corsets, Shoes, Groceries, Kayser's Silk Gloves, Cadet, Phoenix
and Interwoven Hose, Dime Socks, Toilet Goods, Sunburst Silk,
Butterick Patterns and Publications, Dress Forms, Arrow Collars,
Stamped Package Goods and threads of all kinds.

CALIFORNIA
SPECIAL EXCURSION FARES

IPS

ANGELES & SAN DIEGO

S45.50

FAREFOR THE ROUNDTRIP

.v,-ii-

fust

$10.00 Suits
$15.00 Suits

BE31-- 2

-

"Tea and Coffee

WINDOWS

South SideTkup,

EitoUidhod V6t

e

free-for-a- ll

OUR

Tickets on5, Sale:

JUNE 20, 21, 27, 28. JULY 4,
11, 12, 18, 19, 25, 26.
AUGUST 1, 2, 8, 9, l5, l6. 22, 23, 29, 30th.

uJk

Final limit from date of sale 60 days. Tickets are first
at any point both going and
class and good for
return journeys.
stop-ove-

rs

D. L BATCHELOR. Agent.

'
TEACHERS' CERTIFICATES
June, 22. The department of education today issued a second grade certficate to Mrs. Margaret
Gonzales ot Las Vegas, and reissued
a first grade certificate to H. S. Brock
man of Tucumcari.

policeman, lu 1912. Laponlo was convicted at his first trial in the early
part of last year, but the verdict was
upset by the high court. The second
trial was held some weeks ago and
resulted in a disagreement of the Jury
after 19 hours' deliberation.

Santa Fe,

York.

SURPLUS.

n

100,(XX.M
' '

.

.

'

o-

TWZJ

"There's a Reason"

Postum contains no caffeine or any other injurious substance. Made from whole wheat
and a small per cent of molasses, it is a pure food-drinhaving a delightful flavour, and
containing the nutritive values of the grain. That's why it is good for both children and
grown-up.
k,

s.

Postum now comes in two forms:

Regular Postum
Instant Postum

must be well boiled

a soluble powder
30c and 90c tins.

'

15c and 25c packages.

Made in the cup with hot water.

No boiling

required.
The cost per cup of both kinds is about the same.
.

--

Grocers everywhere sell POSTUM.

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

SHERIFF AFTER GAMBLERS
Santa Fe, June 22. Word comes
from Clovls that Sheriff D.' L. Moye
has resumed his .campaign against
gambling at Clovis and at 1:30
Thursday morning placed under arrest
George Cathey, Charles Meredith and
M. Mathews on the charge of participating In a poker game' above the
Wilkle Carter saloon. The city officers are working in complete harmony with the county authorities to
eradicate gambling In the Curry county seat.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
.

CAPITAL STOCK

-

-

30,000.00

Office with the San Miguel National Bank
WiL Q. HATDOM.
H. W. EELLT
. HOB KINS

AD MEN IN TORONTO

Toronto, Ontario, June 22.
of greeting from the King of Eng-Iflnd and the president of the United
States were read before the Associated Advertising Clubs of America at

..'

D. T. Hosklni, Cashier.
EL 8. Lewis, Aas'L Cash.

Vice-Preside-

'

.

-

.President

a
li

-

Interest PaJd On Deposits

Vies president

treasure

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

Nathan was brought back once more
to New York, Last .March he was
deported again to Brazil in the hope
that he would be allowed to go to
relatives in one of the Brazilian cities.
But the Brazilian officials again refused to permit him to land, and m
consequence he was again returned
to New York. For tha past two years
has been, able to live without
Nathan
week the Bijou theater, for years one
the
expense to himself, takslightest
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two
trips to South America and CZARISM EXTENDS EVEN TO ATH
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games at Berlin next year as a nation.
The orchestra, too, is made up of
that General Steyn, the governor general.
Women should understand
colored musicians. The price of seats
called the will soon issue a decree dissolving
range from 25 cents to $1. The melancholy, commonly
Is in nine times out of ten tht Finnish Olympic committee and
"Blues,"
management has announced that on
decertain afternoons each, week white a pure symptom of some organicatten-t'on- . If Russian officialdom has its way the
have
should
which
Finnish athletes will not be able to
rangement
persons will be admitted to the show,
For nearly forty years, Lydla appear at Berlin unless they enlist unbut the chief object will be to afford
a first class entertainment for the E. Plnkham' s Vegetable Compound, der the Russian flag.
This ation is partly due to the gen
made from roots and herbs, has been
colored people.
the standard remedy for such condi- eral Russian policy of suppressing naUnder the auspices of the American tions, as proved by many testimonials tional aspirations, partly to a desire
publishing to have Russia make a better showing
Museum of Natural History Alanson which we are constantly
restored at Berlin than she did at Stockholm
been
who
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from
Skinner, who has devoted four or five
Adv.
sure.
In 1912. All who attended the games
to
health
its
by
to
years
studying the customs of the
at Stockholm will remember the conMeuominees and the Plalns-Cre- e
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PROGRESSIVES
trast between the splendid delegation
dians in northern Wisconsin, where he
Santa Fe, June 22. A movement has from the little Ealtic province of Finhas collected numerous trophies, and
been set on foot by pprogressives to land and the far inferior representaparticularly a series of war charms,
is about to leave for Oklahoma, where compel the party management to call tives of the Russian nation. The Finns
statewide primary, in accordance appeared under their own flag as a
he will conduct an expedition in the
with
progressive principles to decide separate body, with a great assemblage
interests of the museum. He will
first visit the Iowa, Kansas and Mis- upon candidates for congress, corpo of athletes, gymnasts, and swimmers,
souri tribes in that region for the ration comission and legislature, it while the Finnish women who took
be ing the firm belief of many of the part in the two last branches of the
special purpose of studying their milithat the majority of pro sports were, like the ladies from .the
tary societies and their ceremonials. rank and file
would unite in an endorse- other Scandinavian countries, one of
gressives
After spending a part of the summer
An the most attractive features of the acin Oklahoma Mr. Skinner will go to ment of the candidacy of W. H.
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Of
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course,
for
congress.
South Dakota, where he will remain
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many
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among
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organization
the fall. Mr. Skinner was adODted as
back ly Sweden, the United States and Great
a nephew by one of the Menominee progressives Is small, but those
of the primary movement declare they Britain beating her while Russia
chieftains, and among the Indians he
are tired of having one man or a few ranked only fifteenth, with six points
is known as Little Weasel
men dictate as to policies and candi- to her credit Throughout the meeting
brilliant speeches of Col there was constant friction between
The smallest tax bill that the city dates. The
onel George W. Prichard, the most the Finns and Russians. The Russians
of New York collects is charged
among toe progressives, on resented the appearance of the flag of
against a plect of Staten Island realty. eloquent
behalf of Senator Andrews, delivered Finland among the others as though
At the junction of two streets in the
a few years ago are to be used as cam she was an independent nation. The
village of Tottenville there ie a plot
documents this fall as well as trouble culminated in a scene In the
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the frequent expressions of commen royal box at the stadium during an
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dation by former Governor Otero, now evening concert of singing societies,
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state chairman of the progressives, when the Finnish choirs sang one of
v
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owner of the miniature lot neglected
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Otero administration the most prosWhether the Russian
government
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and brilliant in the history of will be able to prevent the Finns from
perous
in a quandary as to how to proceed to
tbe state.
running their own show at Berlin re
collect the Interest. The smallest coin
mains to be seen. M. Isvolsky, the
made by Uncle Sam Is the 1 cent Get Rid of
the Torment of Rheumatism Russian ambassador at Paris Is said to
case
it would
piece and in the present
Remember how spry and active you have requested the Olympio commitbe almost 15 years before the interest were before
you had rheumatism, tee to refuse to recognize Finland, or
would amount to 1 cent.
bockache, swollen, aching joints and to receive the Finnish delegate, Baron
stiff, painful muscles? Want to feel con Willebrand, but his arguments
After experimenting forj.8 months
that way again? You can just take were without result. The only way by
with private pensions for a few fami
Foley Kidney Pills. For they quickly which Russian officials can carry their
lies and studying conditions surround clear the blood of the
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ing the other 500 families in its care, cause your pain, misery and torment- from
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ing
ing tha Condition of the Poor has de Red Cross Drug Store. dAv.
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blood for the diseased venous blood
lengers which will decide the 1914
Ellis Island and later sent to Russia, is marvelous.
There
a
it
community
scarcely
anywhere
still at the expense of the steamship but what has Its living example of the winners of the trophy "emblematic of
team tennis champion
company which had brought him to wonderful curative effects of 8. S. 8. Oct the world's
a bottle of
famous remedy today, and ship.
,
New York In the first place. The if your case this
is stubborn or peculiar, write
Interest la the international play
Russian officials would not allow him to Medical Dept., The Swift Specific Co.,
535
SwMt
Bide..
Ga.
will not cease with the Davis cup
to land there, as he had no papers to uo not permit Atlanta.
anyone to talk yon Into a
matches, however, for the members
show that he was born m Russia, so substitute for a 8. S.

RUSSIA

577M1 TOPICS FROM
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V V LITTLE OLD NEW YORK
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opposes

FINLAND

IN

OLYMPICS

New York, June 22. According to
Dr. Edward W. StRt, one of the superintendents in charge of the recreation
carter work of the board of education.
It Is a question of only a short time
when New York public schools will
be run all the year around without
any long vacation. This would look
like bad news to the boys and girls of
Gotham, who took forward to . the
summer vacation as a pleasant rest
irom their school work. This Is not
case, however, Dr. Stitt says. The
recreatloa centers and summer ed
cation work has proved so successful
that the children, he believes, would
not only be benefited by the continuation of school during the summer, but
would actually be pleased by. the rec
reation work being made part of the
regular school curriculum.
f.-.-

William A. Brady, the - theatrical
manager, and Mrs. Brady (Grace
George) have sailed for Europe to
spend the summer. Mrs.. Brady will
pend her vacation qiuietly In England
hut Mr. Brady has plans calculated to
keep him exceedingly busy during his
In London he
tay on the other sid
"Will engage the company that Is to
appear in the Drury Lane melodrama,
-Sealed Orders," which he i to present at the Manhattan opera house
here next fall He also will select the
members of the two organizations
which are to tour the United tates
and Canada next season in "The
Whip." In Paris Mr. Brad.y wili arrange on the French photo play concerns to produce "The Lone Wolf."
In addition he will conclude arrangements for the appearance In London
next fall and winter of several of his
recent American successes.
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Turkish and
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Blend
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York, have

Teallzed their long cherished plana to
have a theater of their own. .This
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Better cookies, cake
and biscuits, too. All
as light, fluffy, tender
and delicious as mother used
to bake. ' And just as whole-

some. For, purer Baking Powder than Calumet 'cannot M bad
at any price.
Ask your grocer.
RECEIVED
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Premiums Are Not Needed
to Sell Camels

1

10 cents

first there never was a cigarette, at any price, made
of such a delightful blending of Turkish and
domestic tobaccos; second, you can't make a
Camel Ggarette bite your tongue or parch your
throat or leave that cigaretiy taste common to
other cigarettes I
Fad is, yoa haven't got money enough to buy a cleverer cigarette I That! a strong statement, but well back it up if
you'll just try a package and find out something; about

.

The negroes of

irwwral

MONDAY. JUNE 22, 1914.

v)

t

&.

0"

now good a cigarette can be I
Don't look for premiums or coupons. Camel Cigarettes are
not that kind of a smoke I The cost of the tobaccos prohibits the use of "inducements."
If your dmalmr can 't appj you. nj tOc tor I packawm or SI. 00 for
carton of 10 package 200 cifarottmt). poar a prepaid. After
mmokinm I package. If you don't fin J CAMELS as reproeenteJ.
return the other 9 packagee and

Ull fVf.iri

r

a J.T
K.

jti

Ufa

hXLlnVLUd 1UDAVA.U Cu.,

uiill refund your money,
TIT- .
nuiMuu-Salc-

K.

m,

U

CIOATtETTES

i

of the English, Australasian 'and Ger
PRAISES SUMMER SCHOOL
the school on "The Teacher as
man teams, ii the latter come to
Santa Fe, June 22. Superintendent Leader."
America at all, will all play In the of Public Instruction Alvan N. White
Mr. White today determined upon
national championship tournament at returned today from a visit to the In Wednesday, August 12, for the meeting
Newport during the week of August stitutes at Mora Raton and Las Vegas. of the state board of education at
With Brooks, Wilding, Dunlop, Pe reports a building boom In San Santa Fe. Among the matters to be
Parke, Lows, Barrett, Dixon and other Miguel and Mora counties which will taken up is the choice of a state flowforeign, stars competing In the singles result in the completion of quite a er to be based on the vote recently
against McLoughlln, Williams, Wal number of modern school buildings taken among the school children. Anlace Johnson, Touchard, William during this summer. In the town of other matter that Is to come up Is the
Johnston, Clothier, Pell and other Mora, a bond issue of $5,000 for which hearing of the controversy over the
leading American players who will buyers have been lound, will provide selection of a history and book on
enter at Newport, the national cham koi a modern school building. At civics for the publio schools.
pionship tournament Is certain to at- Watrous, a $6,000 bond issue will be
tract a record assembly to the Casino applied to a similar purpose, while at
Chamberlain's Tablet Unequaled
courts.
Itoy, the proceeds of a $2,500 bond IsMrs. Rose Green, Wabash, Ind
That this will be the case Is clear- - sue will add a second story to the
ly indicated by the demand for res- school building giving it eight rooms writes, "Recently I used two bottlea
ervations even at this early date. De- and accommodations to teach manual of Chamberlain's Tablets and found
spite the fact that the seating ca- training and domestic science. Mr. them splendid for stomach trouble and
pacity at the Newport courts will be White is especially enthusiastic over constipation, In fact, I have never seen
greatly increased It Is apparent that the success of the summer school of their equal." Sold by all dealers."
the demand for tickets will exceed the the Normal University. He addressed Adv.
supply. The boxes aurrounding uie
grand stand court were completely
sold out a month ago and additional
stands ana being built to provide for
the thousands who are expected to
witness the allnstar matches to be
played on this court
Additional rows of temporary seats
will be placed la front of the grand
stand and two new stands will be
erected, one at each end of the cham
A
i in it w
.ma
'l
.M,VT
"
.1 I
pionship playing turf. The east stand
will also be widened by the addition
of rows of seats at top and bottom
and when the alterations are com
pleted It Is expected that more than
6,000 spectators can be accommodated
around the star court of the Casino
grounds. During the early rounds
many of the other courts will be
by prominent American and
foreign players and it is not unlikely
that should the draw distribute the
leading players evenly, an attendance
fully equal to that at the Davis
cup challenge round will be present
Drudgery fades to a memory wlert you banish the hot stove,
on certain days.
ironing day,
heavy irons and many steps of the
by using the
i
24-2-

.

The Old

id

and

the New

I

CITROLAXI
CITROLAXt
CITROLAXI

G--E

First get the name flown
buy It of your druggist Just the
very best thing for constipation, sick
pat-t- hen

headache, sour stomach, lazy liver,
The
sluggish constipated bowels.
pleasantest, surest nicest laxative
you ever used. Tastes good like lemonade. Acts promptly without pain
or nausea. Gives you the most satis
factory flushing you have ever bad
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Store. Adv.

Electric Flatiron

Ironing becomes an agreeable
'centrates
the heat on the work,

task because this iron conwithout heating the hand,
and stays clean and smooth all the time. Your work is
finished quickly and easily with a G-- E Iron.
We will gladly demonstrate this household necessity for you.
Come and see our complete line of electrical goods.

Las Veas
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&

Power Co,

"
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UNIOH SECRETARY IN JAIL
CAMP MONTEZUMA NOTES '
The first week of the camp ended Trinidad, Colo., June 22. Dan Lee,
with every tent filled and two of the secretary of the miners' union at
,
definite baze.
Pa pe town, El Paso county, was lodged
O late lamented,
campers sleeping in recreation hall.
ESTABLISHED 1S7t
on In the county jail here today in conand
two
leave,
owed,
girls
Today
always
mouthing, braggart duty,
and seldom paid In any other coin Tuesday morning four more people go nection with the killing of nine em
and wrath, when up. Mary Sands, Olive Anderson and ployes of the Rocky Mountain' Fuel
than puni-hm-- nt
publlshM by
to know thee! 'Miss Ford come down and Miss C- company during a battle with strik
mankind
will
CO,
PUBLISHING
begin
OPTIC
THE
men
Wbea will
acknowledge thee In atherine Moore, Mrs. P. H. Le Nolr and ers on April 29. Lee was arrested yes(Incorporated)
and thy stunted daughter. Miss Katherlne Johnson and terday at Colorado Springs by Under- cradl'
thy neglected
sheriff Zeke Martin. Lee is alleged
ami' not (begin their recognition Mr. Lamprecht of Chicago go np.
Editor. youth, slnfuT'tnafchnod
. M. PADGETT
and thy desoOa Saturday the family of Fj W. to have been one of a number of
in thy
of appren miners from El Paso county that par
late old ege!,0 ermlned judge, whose Thomas, superintendent
' to doom the tices of the Santa Fe, of Topeka, Kan.,
now
'to
ticipated in the alleged attack on
duty to society
are now Pert. Four are now being held for
and
and
all
arrived
Las
Vegas
in
to
criminal
punishment
ragged
'
death, hadsl thou never, Man, a duty up 'at the camp. Mr. Thomas accom the Jorbes affair.
attend-ed
faunThe federal authorities announced
up the
panied his family to Las Vegas,
Entwaft t the poetlCtc at Eaat to discharge m barring
'
and
to
this
wooed
official
business
some
him
to
here,
morning that an investigation had
- AtcA nmm irates that
UtM Vagaa, Mew Mexico tor transbrat
for
so
in
failed to establish the owner
back
to
be
far
then
and
July
returned,
throwing
felon's
dork,
throuKh the United BUtee the
O his vacation. In tht, Thomas family ship of five boxes or dynamite which
life!
decent
TKWnJs,
a
th
ajar
aOa m second class matter.
to society are Mrs. Thomaa.Frank W. Thomas, a detail of federal troops found cached
prelate, tnslst. whose duty
Tho-niaaway in an arroyo near the San RaIs' to mdufn, In melancholy; phrase the Jr., Thomas Thomas, Christopher
the
,
Jn
Nora
and
"Beau,"'
times
fael hospital east of town on Satur
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
the
tbesebad
maid,
sad degeneracy of
consist-en- ,
Dally, by Carrier
day
whldh thy lot of honors has been vast, dog. The Thomas' have been
M
boosters for the
rer Copy
did nothing go before thy elevation to
A i
JJ the lofty seat, from which thou deal camp. Mrs. Thomas Is now the head
One Week
f
.W
INTEHMOI NTAIN RATE
One Month
est out thy homfllea to other tamers btiss of the camp.
'.60
ow
to
Js
of
the
Dae Tea?
The
whose
camp
duty
ehoest:
organization
for dead1 men's
Dally, by Mall ' ;
has not yet begun! O magis complete.- - The following is the line .
CASEflS DECIDED
"...$6.00
Dae Tear (In advance)
trate, eo rare 'a country gonuoumu up- Chief camper.Mrs. F. W. Thomas;
00
llx Months (la advance;
and brave a squire, had you no auty assistant chief camper, Walter Parkin;
7.00
blaz-in- e
One Tear (la arrears)
chief cook, Mrs. I. K. Lewis; assistant
to society before the ricks were
(Continued from Page One
MS
did
it
or
tlx Months (In arrears)
cook and dining room girl, Nora Jones,
were
mad;
mob
and the
D. A. Bresett it was based, or that It exceeded the
spring up armed and booted iromxne and chief stage dmer,
have
iuu
and
Just sent powers which the statute conferred
Armour
STOCK
of
yeomanry
Company
WEEKLY OPTIC AND
earth, a.- corps
to
with
their
the
compliments
GROWER
camp
or transcended the limits of the sound
,
grown."
a box "of fine soap; "".Mr. Meyers," who
12.00
0.
ne Year
legal discretion which It lodged in the
in well known In laas Vegas, Ir re- commission when
r- - 1,00
tlx Months
acting on the sub
AMAZONIAN WONDERS
kindness.
this
for
sponsible
On
before
the constitutional
it,"
ject
On the banks of the Roosevelt river,
35 people sat down to din
haud clause,
Yesterday
and
short
the
of
long
Msll
ity
In
run
for
Advenes
up hill,
(Cash
Whose waters
ner. Tne visitors over sunciay were Chief White said:
shiver
bushes
Subscriptions.)
the.
Where
quinine
as follows: Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Lar- "Jt is' certain that the fundamental
Remit by check, draft or money
Before an ague chill.
kiu, Professor and Mrs.- Hofer, Mr. charge which It makes Is the omission
eider. It sent otherwise we will not The Aanias cluber ' .i
ad Mrs. Dan Stern, Mrs. Lowenberg, of the substantially Blmilar circum
kc responsible tor loss.
Has built a bungalow
Mrs. Levinson, Miss Mary Romero, stances and conditions clause, thereby
Specimen copies tree on application. Entirely out of rubber
J.
E. Hope, Mr. I. K. Lewis, and I. K.
leaving the long and short haul clause
And painted, it with snow.
Lewis, Jr. On Saturday Mrs.' Charles in a sense unqualified except in so far
AT
ALU PAPERS DISCONTINUED
less autoed to the, camp ,with ' the as the section the report to right the
n
n.c, Si
EXPIRATION OF TIME
Op. the banks ot tne noosey-Mrs. Hal . Raynolds, carriers to
following party:
apply .to the commission
In the midst of tropic sights,
PAID FOR
Powers for authorities to charge less for long
Mrs. William Gortner,-Mary-5
Ej plorers may discover
niniin
stmmii
i lsini
and Jeanette Spies.;- - The Misses er than for 'Bhorter distances for the
A world of strange delights,
Powers and Spiess will remain at the transportation, of persons or proper
the
Advertisers are guaranteed
Where the: jungle fevers ramble
"
"T;i':U-H- '
circulation
camp.
ergest dally and weekly
ty and gives the commission authority
will o'er hill and dale
At
The fishing this year is better than froni time to time to prescribe the exef any newspaper In northern New And the anacondas gambol
usual. The average catch: for a day tent ; to which such designated com
Mexico.
As the jaguars weep and wall. ,
now runs around $Sahd 70, while last mon; carriers
may be relieved from
around 35 and 40 Yester- operation ot this section.
hit
it
year
river,
Roosevelt
On the 'banks of the
TELEPHONES
day for dinner every person at the
"For the failure to insure any word
. ..Main
The myriad happy hum
Business Office .
table had. a fine mountain trout, In the amendment vandlng to exclude
. .Msln
O fthe Insects, all aquiver,
News Department
caught the day before.
the operation of. competition, as ade- night time come.
By day-an- d
There's a charm about the camp miate under nroner circumstances to
And softly falls as a blessing
country that one simply cannot get wiftf ih(, wflrflin
tve
ri.Af
MQNDAY, JUNE 22, 1914.
That ends the weary quest
t
away from. At least ten times last long and short haul clause, and there
sweet
caressing
murmurous,
The
year folks visited the camp a little being nothing which minimizes or
Of the lyre bird's song of rest.
SPEEDING MUST STOP
doubtful of Its comforts and convenIew York World
changes the application of the preferience and then refused to go home ence and discrimination clauses of the
There are some matters which have
when the coach started.
This hap- second and third sections, it follows
; be dwelt on over and over until the
in the case of MrB. Hofer, wife
pened
FLASHLIGHT
OF
SECRET
that in substance the amendment in-t- i
'.linking portion of the people of
A pocket electric flashlight is the of Professor Hoyer of the Normal, who
insically states no new rule or princity grow tired of the very thought of handiest little devfceiever perfected for remained at the camp while her husciple but simply shifts the powers contfcwn: but still the thing must be kept use about the home during the night band returned.
ferred by the section as It originally
The camp now has a regular coach.
up until the unthinking ones are con- It eaves ell the bother of striking
stood that Is, It takes from the carf
r' vinced.
matches, of lightning lanterns and the The man who reigns the reins is D. A. riers the deposit of public power preOn Friday night The Optic contained
carrying of lights when you want to Presett of Watrous. After trying hard viously lodged In them and vests In
on editorial on the general text of look into dark
places. And, often to get, a local man to take this Job the commission, as a primary instead
speeding and the careless driving of enough, a light Is frequently wanted the management finally accepted Mr.
a reviewing function."
automobiles, taking for its text the for use where a lantern would be of Bresett's offer to carry the passengers of
recent jhocident in the Canyon Galli-na- no service whatever and matches or up to the camp. Mr. Bresett Is a careINTEREST ON REFUNDING BONDS
That was not enough. Today
open flames would be dangerous. ful driver, has a good mountain team
St. Paul, Minn., June 22. At an Inend at such Intervals as shall seem When it becomes necessary to investi- and wagon and folks will find him
formal hearing before Judge Walter H.
word
as
will
the
go forth,
necessary,
gate the 'interior ot an automobile courteous and accommodating in every Sanborn in United States district
an ultimatum to which there is no while
touring In the night, when you way, in fact driving stage isn't Mr. ccurt the question of the advisability
clternatlve: SPEEDING IN LAS VE want to look into dark
partitions, Bresett's regular Job he's doing this of paying out $1,200,000 Interest for
GAS MUST STOP.
shadowy nooks, into dutsy and in fcr a vacation. The scheduled Is as half a year on the refunding bonds
There Is not a day passes that lives flammable
places, the flashlight is follows: Up to the camp, leaving Y. of the Frisco road was discussed.
are not put in Jeopardy in the down-tew- n
M. C. A. building Tuesday morning
and
safe..' .
Judge Sanborn said that since the
streets of this city by speed ma. handy
There is no mystery about the han at 7:30, back, leaving the camp Wed earnings of the road show a falling off,
n!acs who have no more regard for
dy little flashlight. In spite of the fact nesday at 1 o'clock. Up again Thurs as do those of other roads, If the moraffle or crossings than for a mosquito that
it can be carried around for day, down on Friday, up again Satur- tion for the payment of the bonds
in the throes of biting.. It is no part weeks and
yet is ever ready to give day and back Monday noon. The fare were made formally he would deny It.
of the law to curtail the pleasure of a .team of brilliant
light on demand to the camp per person is 75 cents,
the people; but neither Is it the priv- whenever the
tiny switch ts manipu trunks extra. Folks contemplating- KING'S BIRTHDAY CELEBRATED
ilege of the law to extend special lated. This beam ot light can be visiting the camp should phone the ;l
London, June 22;-rbirthday anprivileges to any group. Personal
thrown into the most impossible plac- - Y. M. C. A. seevral days ahead because niversary of King George was officialIs a grand thing, hn Vhen the es from almost
any position. The right now, unless they secure other ly observed today in every part of the
liberty of one becomes a menace to flashlight is an electric light It dif- means of transportation,
the camp wOrld where files the British flag. The
others it is time it was ordered to the fers in no
way from the other eito-trio- coach will not be able to take any one royal salute was fired at all the milicemetery without requiem.
in your home, except that it is up until Thursday morning, the Tues tary and naval stations throughout the
Las Vegas has an ordinance cover- smaller. The tiny miniature Mazda day coach being full.
United Kingdom and in London the
ing this. And the ordinance will be lamp the end of the flashlight of tung
Inquiries are coming In every day day was observed
by a general clostng
enforced, not In a lackadaisical,
sten wire encased in a glass vacuum regarding the camp and Secretary, Le of all the public offices. The actual
way, but with arrest, and if bulb no larger than the end of your Nolr says that there will be a larger date of his
majesty's birthday was
necessary, a jail sentence. It is no finger. Tiny wires lead the current crowd that be expected and doubtless Juna 3, when he attained the
age of
n
more right for a man, woman or
into this: lamp through the base and other tents will have to be put up.
49 years.
The amount realized from the bene
girl or boy to run a machine stem in tothe filament- - The lamp
the screws into Its socket and can be eas fit on Friday and Saturday nights has
through
ACCUSED OF MURDER
streets than it would be for ony one ily renewed at a trifling cost when it not been figured up. While there was
Geneva, 111., June 22. The case of
to set fire to a house In which an un. is burned out, like any other electric a good response to the benefit ft w
Anton Petras,-undeIndictment for
not as big as was expected. However
i
protected child was sleeping.
lamp. ..J
the murder of Theresa Hollander wbo
The- - electricity for- - the flasight is quite a number of the boys have con- was clubbed to death In
St Nicholas
two" email chemical bat- siderable credits to their camp expensproduced
near
Aurora
last
cemetery
February,
AN OPEN SESAME
teries concealed withtn the handle, or es and they at least "should worry."was tailed for trial lit the circuit court
bodyi of; the devica mesa batteries
here today. Petras Is a young married
NEW BRIDGE REQUESTED
There have been, besides Dr. Park- are' made,, to conform with the shape
man and the father of a little child.
Santa Fe, Jmne
he
board of He was a
hurst and Mark Twain, a few men of the handle. Each battery consists
former sweetheart of the
carcounty commissioners was
confer- Hollander
who have had remarkable ability ot of three Jements, a sine plate, a
and was the last person
girl
ence this afternoon --with State EnginBhpoting straight at a mark and hit- bon plate and the electrolyte, or chemseen with her on the night she was
eer
James A. French and in conclusting the target every time. One of ical. .. The electrolyte Is in the form of
killed.
them is a man named Charles Dick a paste surrounding both the zinc and ion asked the engineer to draw iplans
ons, and he wrote eo many sermons the carbon., Whea the right is not in and specifications for a concrete
i
and tragedies and comedies and clean use the spring device of the push but- bridge on the Santa
I
!
romances that it is mretty hard to ton keeps, thet circuit open and the road near the United States Indian
'
ti: TODAY IN CONGRESS
an.
to.
span
arroyo which washestablish his- proper nomenclature. battery produces, no electricity. The school,
I
;
iO:
ed out the road and the wooden
:
1. ,
Certainly not since Shakespeare has instant the, circuit la completed by
over
chemical
last
it
the
Tuesday.'bridge
button.
a
so
onnthe
one
with
pow
written
(pressure
great
any
Washington, June 22. Senate: Met
er of stirring the human soul, and oompoundt beglna to act on the zinc.
at noon.
!
zinc
WET IN KANSAS
despite the myriad pros and cons of In a form of combustion. As the
Banking committee began considera
Kansas City, June 22. Heavy rair
discussion that his books have been is consumed by the chemical electriction of President Wilson's nominafather to, In the great big mind of ity is produced. Thla electricity flows early today washed out railroad tracks tions to the federal reserve board. In eastern Kansas and brought to a
the reading public he stands, now and Out over ttse chemical circuit consistHouse: Met at noon..
standstill eeveral railroad lines in. the
within
the
concealed
bewires
ing of tiny
for a time to come, the Interpreter
Debate was resumed on the sundry
tween the court of thought and tne device, to the electric lamp and causes affected district Up to date June, rivll appropriation bill.
it to1 glow and produce light. The light 1914, Is the sixth wettest June in 28
witness of the fact
reflected out into a straight beam rears. The precipitation this month
la
a
bit
has
On the subject of duty he
at
behind the Is in marked contrast with June, 1913
WANTED Clean cotton rags
to sa;--. It would be well to paste the by a small rfelector affixed
,
no
when
the
rain
fell
mouth.
.,
office.
during
It
little
lamp,.-read
Opie
following on the desk, and

the thing that must be done and
the thing we want to do mix In an Inwhen
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(Continued From Page One.)
ment through the American commissioners.
?
Bum Money Refuied
Local authorities at Taaipico hae
refused to accept payment ft taxes
by oil companies In constitutionalist
currency with the exception ot first
payments. Consul MHler reports that
oil taxes now must be paid fm gold.
s
Consul Hostetter, reported from
that all Americans Imprisoned
by the federals In Teplo were released
by the constitutionalist general Obretagon and Buelna when Topic was
ken.
'
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHO LES ALE AND RETAIL

u.

OtJD ON

IV. G

In21

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE;
Chicago, June 22. Wheat took

a

downward turn today Influenced by
falling quotations at Liverpool. The
result was the lowest price level reached here so far on this years crop, After the opening, which was a,, shade to
cent lower, the market gaye ino slsfnj
of any Important rally. The, close was
weak 1 to 1 cent net jower,- ,Rainy weather and prospect of more
weakened the price of corn.The start,
off to
pent up, was
ranging from
followed by a sag, whlchj was especially noticeable In the July delivery,' The
close was weak at a net loss of
.
to
Oats dropped with corn.
,H ,
Higher prices for hogs made, provisions firm. The croslng quotations
were as follows:
Wheat. July
Sept. 80.
,

1.

..

(

81;

68;

Sept. 67.
July
July 39 ; Sept 38.
July $20.70; Sept $20.07.
July $10.10; Sept $10.27.
Ribs, July $11.47; Sept $11.55.

Corn,
Oats,
Pork,
Lard,

5934

United States Steel

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK

Vr

Shirts
AT BACHAPLACH'S
Manhattan Shirts
Guaranteed
i
Fadeless
-

-

f 1.50

1.'

& $1.75 Values

$2.00 Values, Now

Elgin and Gotham

7-

.

Shirts at

-

Cost

i

.$1.19

. :

A

$1.49

$2.25 & $2.50 Values . ; $1.79
$3.00 & $3.50 Values.

.

$2.29

75c

Shirts, NoV- -

85c

Shirts, Now

'.

"

53c
63c

$1.00 Shirts, Now

79c

$1.25 Shirts, Now

89c

t

$1.50 Shirts, Now.... ....$1.19

Our Semi Annual Clear--

?j

ance of these fine

shirts

means a big saving- to yon.
.A

nir
In the House
Lvery

on Sale

M

a

1

THE

jnNi'-.i"l:L.i-

Made of the best Madrass

SHIRT thatm thelfak
i

-

See Window Display

Store of

C Las Vegas..

L

in

styles.

Qvalityw
w

.

..

.
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Kansas City, June 22. Hogs, re-- v
celpts 6,000. Market 8 cents higher. ,
Bulk $8.258.37; heavy $8.35
8.40; packers and butchers $3.25(9
8.40; lights $8.208.35; plgs $7.508.
Cattle, receipts 7,500. Market strong
to 10 cents higher. Prime fed steers
$3.609.10; dressed beef steers $7.65
8.60; western steers $78.75; southern steers $6.258.50; cows $4.25..f,
7.50; heifers $6.759; stockers and v
feeders
$6.508; bulls $5.607; ,
calves $6.5010.
f
Sheep, receipts 5,000. Market strong..,
Lambs $8.259.40; yearlings $S.25
7.25; wethers $4.756.25; ewes $4.25
5.60; stockers and feeders $37.

Ghopped Prices in Men

-

'

''''''' '''

J

THE HATCHET IS OUT

half-grow-

,

iriMtn

GOn LA fJ D WOOD

bap-haza-

22.-T-

.

TAUPERT'S

st

New York, June 22. Sluggish and
narrow movements characterized speculation in stocks today until the supreme court decision In the Southern
Pacific oil case galvanized the market
into activity and! strength. The close
was at its best. Southern Pacific extended its rise to over three point
on largely expanded dealings. Other
stocks rose to a fractional extent.
A sudden spurt of over a point in
Southern Pacific followed the decision
of the United States supreme court
in favor of the Southern Pacific road
regarding some of the latter company's
oil holdings In California
The last sales were as follows:
71
Amalgamated Copper
American Sugar Refg.
108
99
Atchison .
111
Northern Pacific
165
Reading
Southern Pacific
97
Union Pacific
157

g

J

.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

The

.

!

Call and See Them at

mand for the payment of $100,000 gold
Ple- by the Agulla Coal company near
dras Negras has been made by
officials. If the money is
announced today, threatwas
it
paid
ened confiscation of the property
would be temporarily deferred..

11b-er- ty

-

-

Not an imitation of thePtam6nd, but
a bright white stone, i

A de- -

eonsu-tutionall-

'

i.'"--

i

x
)rsBOfi Controls State
United States Ship CaliBoard
pi
fornia, Mazatlan, "Mexico, June 21, (by
wireless to Sea Diego, Calif.. June 22)
Word was received today by conMazatlan
stitutionalists - besieging
from General Obregon stating that
his army now controls the entire stAt
of Jalisco and that' Guadalajara would
Sev(be occupied within a few days.
Mazaof
houses
business
eral large
tlan have closed, having refused of
accept paper money issued by the local federal authorities.

Kaele.Pass. Tex., Jpne

Found in Mora County

They' range in hardness between the
j
v
Topaz and Sapphire,

-

i

Mexico Stone

cut ready lor mounting.

No-gale-

'

A New

We are showing these stones in the
ctystals as they are found, as well as

.

V

Gem

Mora1

TANGENT

J

L

Opposite
1

X

J

N.M?

'

Castaneda
Hotel

LAS VEGA8 DAILY OPTIC
rM. and Mrs.- - Fred Anton, former

PERSONALS
J.

H. Rlcker of Shoemaker was a

i
tmsiness visitor hers today.
R, R. McBrlde of Albuquerque came
In Saturday evening for a short stay

liere.
Mrs. H. C. nfeld and son returned

la6t night from a short visit at

Den-

ver, Colo.
Rev. Father J. P. Moog of San Miguel came In this morning for a brief
stay in this city.
County Engineer George E. Morrison
left yesterday for "a short business
'
visit at Santa Fe.
J. P. Curna of Wagon Mound came
in this afternoon for a few days' busi..
ness visit here.
Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Orth of Chicago,
.arrived in. the city this afternoon for
a several days Jteit here.
Edward JC. Maim, an attorney at law
of Albuquerque came" in last night
for a short business visit here.
Mrs. Cecillo Rosenwald returned last
night from Denver, Colo., where they
liave been visiting for the past week.
Mrs. M. B. Moses of Trinidad came
In Saturday evenly and will he a
visitor with friends here for the next
few days.
Mr. and! Mrs. T. S. Hlncher of Chicago, arrived In Las Vegas yesterday
afternoon and will be visitors here for
some time.
Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Graham and Mr.
and Mrs. S. J. Petltt of Chicago, came
in yesterday and! will be visitors here
for a short time.
Frank Staplin, rfesettvdltbr of theH
Santa Fe Trail Magazine, came In last
night form Albuquerque for a few
Lilys' stay in the city.
Walter Heinman, connected with
itho Haynes Automobile company of Albuquerque, came In Saturday evening
fcr a few days' jtay here.
JMiss Muriel Oaks left last night for
"her home at Silver City after having
teen a student at the Normal University for the past few months.
Frank Landau, son of Dr. and Mrs.
Jacob H. Landau, left Saturday night
for New York City, where he will join
his parents and' remain for the summer..,
if. J. Hammond, president of the
Tirst National bank at Clayton, N. M.,
came in yesterday and will be a business visitor here for the next few
days.
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Cox and
Mrs. F. P. Nichols, automobile tour.
ists enroute to Denver from Albuquer- I (1
XT
T
I
"qutf, were visitors iu uaa vogoa yeo-

.,

Tterdayv

residents of this city, came in this
ternoon from their present home at
Santa Rita for a Bhort visit with T.
W. Hayward, father of Mrs. Anton.
Mrs. M. L. McLeod of Los Angeles,
Calif., is in the city visiting her sister, Mrs.' 2. "W. Montague. Mrs. McLeod will remain here during the summer and will be joined toy other relatives within the next few weeks.
af-

MKS MARGARET FETZ
DIES AT ST. ANTHONY'S
FORMER TEACHER OF WEST 6IOE
SUCCUMBS AFTER
SCHOOL
A LONG ILLNESS

This morning at 2 o'clock Miss Margaret Fet4 xeeideot of this city for
some time, died at the St. Anthony's
sanitarium, following an illness of several years' duration.1 Miss Fetz was
well known in this crty and has many
friends who regret her death. Site is
survived by several sisters who reside
in South Dakota. The remains will
be taken to Baduce, S. D., this even
ing.

Muelo will be furnished by the

'

GIRLS TO PLAY BALL
HERE JULY FIFTH
FAMOUS BLOOMER TEAM OF ST,
LOUIS TO MEET THE LOCAL
MAROONS
j

Wat-rou- e

a
the road to
in excellent condition and extends a cordial invitation to all Las
Vegana to . bttend ihe celebration,
which will begin at 1:30 o'clock Saturday afternoon, July 4. .: i '',

,.,

lowing: Monday.1"

American
Louie

.

St

Ra,H.R

.

St Louis

GLOB

IS GRATEFUL
T-

BIGGEST B008TERS
THANK CITIZENS FOR
,i"t '

LAS i VEGAS'

v

We Pas 2

At St Loui- sR.H.E
Baltimore
R.H.D.
4 9 2
St Louis
The Commercial cluJb wishes public
Smith and Russell;
Batteries:
ly to thank the automobile owners, Groom, Keupper and Simon.
who donated their cars for the big
mtorcade and picnic last Friday, the
R. H. E.
At Kansas City
ladies who greatly assisted the club Pittsburgh' J1
IfJk:
7 9 2
In thn nrenaration Of the lunch, and KansU
3 8 2
-City''..'
all others who helped in any way,1 for
and Berry;
Batteri.es:
Barger
In making the
their hearty
Adams and Easterly. '
picnic the big success It was.
The spirit displayed by Las Vegans
Western League
in this big entertainment for the stuR.H.B.
At Des Moines
dents of the New Mexico Normal Dea Moines
5 10 3
-4 8.0
University, is typical of Las Vegas Sioux City
-residents and is thw same spirit that
Batteries: Lakoff and Haley; Withhas attracted people to Las VegaB ers, Doyle and Crisp, Waite."
.
each year.
Several automobile owners donated
R. H. E
At Denver
the use of two cars for the parade and ToDeka
14 0
-:
9
'
picnio, being forced to hire a driver Denver '.
3 9 3
i
for one of the cars.
Batteries: ' Hlgglnbothant and McAl
Signs have been posted over the lister; Schrleber and Spahr.
R.H.E.
city reading, "We Belong to the Las
Second Game
'
'Lli- -l
6 1
Vegas Commercial Club and Las Ve- Toneka
'Hi
gas, We Believe in the Las Vegas Denver - '
- -- 3 9 1
Commercial Club and Las Vegas, We
Batteries: Clark and Lemon; Gas- Boost for the Las Vegas Commercial kell and Block. '
Club and Las Vegas. Do You?" From
the large attendance at the big parade
R. H. E.
At Lincoln
last Friday and from the general feel- Lincoln - 3
6 3
-ing there Is little doubt but that every- Wichita'
one in the city lives up to this motto
Batteries: Scogglns, Smith, Cooney
in every respect
and Rappe; Baker and Graham.
.B.H.E
Second Game
8 8 2
Lincoln
EDITOR DIES AT DURANGO
7
10 3
F.
22.
David
June
Wichita
Colo,
Durango,
Batteries! Smith, Clauea and Re- Day, 66, founder and editor of the
Durango Democrat died today of hor; Maddox and Jones. Graham
paralysis. Day enlisted in the federal
R.H.E.
At Omaha
army, Company D, Fiftynseventh Ohio
n
4 8 2
was
In
-.
and
1862,
given
St
infantry,
Joseph
3 7 4
.
medal of honor for gallantry. He was Omaha i
Glaze and
Batteries:
Schang;
chief of scouts of the Seventeenth
army corps Under General Frank P. Grover and Crosby, Shestak.
R.H.E.
Second Game
Blair at the age of 17. He was four
3 10 0
threa times a 9t Joseph
times wounded
2 11 3
prisoner. He escaped from Florence Omaha
Day
Batteries: Thomas and Griffith;
and Andersonvllle , prisoua.
founded the Solid Muldoom,' a news- Tipple and Shestak.
paper, at Ouray, Colo., in 187!) and
the Durango Democrat Ju 1893. He
was Indian agent during Cleveland's
STANDING OF THE CLUBS
administration.

tt
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A?Real Opportunity

''Vtt ,;rt ' ' :"ilqc.v
Underflow
Dinner
France
Blue
Set given
43 JPiece
A BEAUTIFUL La
of
be
each
in
One
will
carton
found
forcou pons.
coupon
Crystal But,
for
to
be
delivered
will
set
ter. The complete
25 coupons and $3.75
you
one
of
are
the oldest and largest
in cash. These dishes
guaranteed by
'
pottery concerns in America and by ourselves as well.
'

.

.

'

-

:

Crystal Creamery Co,,

;

1--

11

.1----

!

i

National League

New York
Cincinnati

... .

Pittsburgh

31

19

.620

...31

25

.554
.510
.492
.491
.480
.429
.423

26
30

6

..-2-

J. .29
..28

St. Louis

Chicago .
Philadelphia
Prooklyn .
Boston

.........

...22

American

29

24
.21

.

26
28
30

'

League
W.
.34

Philadelphia
Detroit
....36
St. "iLotiis V4ii.....i"S2
.

Wajstilagtoiiivl..V..-..3-

0

Chicago...

New York
Cleveland .

Pet

L.

W.

t

I

ft

i

.1..

...

on Time and Savings Accounts

We'

T'

'''

One-quarte-

on Checking Accounts

5 Xa

11

;

Cordial Welcome (o All Visitors

A

4

x

'

Make This Bank Yoar Bank.

A

Federal Legue
At Chicago
R.H. H.
2 2 0
-p
Chicago .
Buffalo I" 6 1
Batteries: Moore and Blair; 'tange
and Wilson.

Pet
.607
.590

22

,25

.652
.526

2ft

-

27
ei

,

rAA

31
33
' 85

w20

.......i.ZO

.456
.377
.364

;

.

64-pa-

t-

.41

..-

--

"
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eutertainlng for two days the probate
At Detroit- - R.H. E.
judges of nearly all the counties of
.
7 6 1
Washington
annual
occasion
the
the
being
Kiinsas,
3 7 2
,
convention of their state association. iQetroit Batteries:
Johnson
and
is
Bend
Ainsmith;
Judge H. A. Hall' of Great
.
the president of the association and Boehler and Stanage.
the presiding officer of the convention.
.
At Cleveland
R. H. E.
.,
7 12 0
Cleveland NOTED ENGINEER DEAD
3 ,7 2
New
York
Williams,
Chicago, Juno
Batteries: Steen and O'Neill;
past president of the Western Society
Warhop, McHaJe and Sweeney.
of Engineers'dropped dead here to
day shortly before he planned to take
At Chicago
.
,,. R.K.E.
a train to Ann Arbor. Mlchi He was
3
:
to have received the honorary degree Boston U 6 8 '8
- .
of Master of Engineers at the Univer Chicago
Batteries: ' Foster,
Combe ' and
sity of Michigan.
hTomas; Faber and Schalk, Mayer.

Lorenzo Delgado
accompanied by
Secundino Romero, returned this afternoon from El Paso, Tex., where
they have been on business for the
past week..
Mr. and Mrs. R. Mathews and E.
jr. Sullivan of Muskogee, Okla., were
visitors in Las Vegas yesterday oa
their way to California. They are
.traveling in an automobile.
E. A. Mossiman of Albuquerque
i;ame in last night and will remain
tere for the next week. Mr. Mossi
man is an auditor and1 will be employ-d here In that: work during this
week.
VALHIORA TO BE LIVELY
Miss Mary B. Davis, who has been
visiting in the east for the past six
PLACE ON FOURTH
weeks returned home yesterday on
No. 9, Miss Davis visited her former
heme in Quincy, 111.., and also spent
some, time In Chicago, Kansas City, PICNICS, ATHLETIC EVENTS AND
HUGE FIREWORKS DISPLAY
Rolland H. Spaulding, a wealthy
-:ar.d Ellsworth Kan,
'f.
TO MARK, THE DAY
manufacturer, is to be the republican
candidate for governor of New Hamp
Dr. W. T. Brown of the Valmora shire at the coming election.
Jelly Roll Recips
sanatorium this morning announced
Only Two Ei&s Required
that he has secured the consent of Willia Sulzer has opened his cam
By Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill, Editor of the Wagon Mound married men for paign as an Independent candidate for
the Boston Cooking School Magazine
a ball game to be played at Watrous governor of New York.
This Jelly Roll is fast becoming very on
July 4 with the Las Vegas marof
account
the
way it keeps
popular on
jfjf John A. Aylward of Mil
Thtis4ifar
fresh. With proper handling it should ried men. The local team has not
whole
it
a
fresh
week, providing
keep
yet decided as to the game but un- waukee is the only candidate for the
isn't eaten up in the meantime, for it is less something unforeseen comes up democratic nomination for United
as
as
looks,
bit
it
i
33
good
every
the' local benedicts will make the States senator from Wisconsin.
trip to Valmora next month for their
"The Trap" is the title of the new
second game with the Wagon Mound
team.
play by Richard Harding Davis and
Dr. Brown has arranged "for a big Jules Eckert Goodman to be presented
time at Valmora,, 'this Fourthof July next fall.
and the program for thia dayshows
that something wOl be, happening? all
day, and in the evening a striking! ex
KClallyRoU
On enf sifted four Meant half
,TODAY'S BASEBALL ., ,
fireworks wilt 'close the
hibitionof
"
'" , '
I level teas foonfnit K C1 public festivities;
Batting Bonder grated rind of
The program will ( probably be as
p
.lemon i eggs beaten light 1 enf tngarf
i
American
League
powfollows:
eni
hot
of
milk;
jelly
ii
glait
dered sugar.
Boston at Chicago
Mound.
Baseball, Las Vsagas-Wago-n
One-hal- f
mile dash horse race;
Beat the sugar into the eggs; add the
Washington at Detroit
lemon rind, then the flour, sifted three purse 1S,
New York at Cleveland.
times with the salt and baking powder;
r
, Philadelphia
at St Louis.
mile
horse
race;
purse
and, lastly, the milk. Bake in a but.
National League
.
tered dripping pan; turn out ona damp 115.
'',-cloth, trim off the crisp edges; spread
Chicago at Philadelphia.
One hundred yard, turn a stake and
with jelly and turn over and over into return horse race; purse $10.
.
Pittsburgh at Brooklyn.
. m roll while still warm.
Dredge the top
St Louis at Boston.
Same race for burros; puree $5.
with powdered sugar.
at' New York.
Cincinnati
r
race.
'
Sack
,"
not milk used in the jelly roll en- -:
Federal League
,
Greased pig, worth 7, will be turn
ables it to be rolled without danger of
Buffalo at Chicago.
, . ,
cracking. Have the milk scalding hot, ed loose.
. also be careful to have the
eggs and
exhibition.
Pittsburgh at Kansas City.
Riding
'
sugar beaten together until very light
each
sent
Baltimore at Stt Louis.
will
up,
be
Five balloons
and creamy. Bake in a moderate oven.
'
Brooklyn at Indianapolis; 2 games.
K C Jelly Roll a illustrated oi page carrying a dollar bill.
Western League
on
horse
bacK;
Basket ball ganwt
thirty-tw- o
of the new and handsomely
Denver at Topeka.
illustrated
K C Cook's Book, f!frst game played In the west
which may be secured free by sending
Wichita at Lincoln.
Exhibition of fireworks at night
the certificate packed in every
the
all
to
St Joseph at Omaha.
away
will
be given
can of K C Baking Powder to the
Candy
Sioux City at Des Moines.
children.
Jaques Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.
.;-

8ince Its organization this Bank has consistently and constantly devoted iU efforts to the upbiiaing of
a safe and conservative banking institution.
i
, .,
j
'
Its constant and steady growth is conclusive evidence that Its efforts are appreciated by the banking
public. Hundreds of satisfied customers are now on our books, bat there Is ample space for more We endeavor to give our patrons the best of banking service In all lines.'.. Ask the man, woman, firm or corporation that favors THE PEOPLES BANK AND TRUST COMPANY.ro!

5

9 3
0 6
Philadelphia
Batteries: James and Agnew; Bush,
PROBATE JUDGES OF KANSAS
Abilene, Kan., June 22. Abilene Is Brown, Bressler and Schang.

COMMERCIAL

TRUST CO.

PAID IN CAPITAL. $114,220.00

League

7--

Jack, Harvey, advance agent for this
team," was in this city today making
arrangements with F. D. Baer, man
ager of the Vocal team, and stated this
morning, thai the' ladies' ball team is
a fast.' aggregation and will give the
locals a ' good game when they play
here.
The team Is touring to California and
is playing games along the line. They
will play in Raton on July 4 and here
the next day. Due to the fact that a
lrage number of people from the
country will be In the city on July 4
It is expected that a record breaking
attendance will be present at the game,

PEOPLES BANK

YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

Vai-mor-

---

were completed this"
. Arrangements
morning between the A. P. Gibhs La
dies Baseball club of St Louis and the
Las .Vegas' Maroons ball team for a
'i
.
. Tr. .v)s.:
game to e piayeq nere on ouuuay at
ternoon July 5 at the Amusement
'
park. The ladles 'ball team will ar
rive here 'in a special car Sunday morn-ins- '
a fid; wirf
jlay In Santa Fe the fol

F1W

Concert band.
Dr. Brown reports

.:

Miss Fetj was born at Ramena,
South Dakota in 1888 and spent her
younger life in that place and In Madison, S. D., where she obtained her
education. She came to this city in
and was'V student at the New
Mexico Normal University.
In 1909
Miss Fezt was employed as a teacher
on the West side." Later she was
forced to discontinue her work and
went to Nolan, N. M., where she had
been until the past few months, when
she came to this city.

MONDAY, i JUNE 22, 1914.

Federal League
W.

Buffalo.

u

31
29

.

Indianapolis.
Baltimore
Chicago- - .

31
28

Kansas City
Brooklyn

23
24
25

Plttshurgh
St. Louis

L.

GOOD PRACTICE
LOCAL BOYS TOO MUCH FOR OPPOSING TEAM, AND FANCY.
8TUNTS TRIED OUT

Two splendid results were obtained
as a result of the trip of the ball club
to Watrous yesterday; the local team
won the game, 29 to 3, and the members of the team got a gratuitiuos dip
in the water.
The Journay to Watrous, which was
n.nde byauto, was accomplished with
Utile difficulty, one machine only be
ing stuck in the sand and mud of the
river bottom; but returning the three
automobiles balked. After trying vain
ly to pull them out with the one ma
chine which made the ford successful
ly, the boys piled out Into the water
and pulled and puBhef and said a few
things, quietly, to themselves, until the
chug wagons were peacefully purring
on the opposite shore.
The Watrous team proved rather
weaker than expected, and the score
tells! about all there Is to be said about
the game. It degenerated Into a practice spasm for the Maroons. As home
and three baggers and other big
features were unusually frequent, no
official score of the game was kept
As soon as the final result was no
longer 'questionable the local boys be
gan to' practice bunting and other
stunts, and the Watrous team; seeing
that they might profit by the practice
also, asked that the game be extended
into nine innings, instead of the seven
.
originally scheduled. :
The two teams lined up as follows:
Watrous J. Hill, p; G. Tipton, c; M.
Tipton, lb; B. Ttpron, 2b; R. Robb,
ss; A. Comstock, 3b; G. Hill, If; L.
Kronig, cf; M. Snyman, rf.
,Maroonsr-Sala?- at
p; Fraser, p;
,j
c; Larrazolo, lb Hlte, 2b;
ss; Marshalt Jh; 'Aagef 3b;
Nieto, If ; Mason, cf; White, rt; ; i
E. J. McWenie, umpire.
ri-n- s

r,

Mon-tano-

.574

-

26
30
35

.417

FEARS

MAKES

OUTLOOK

DUBIOUS

AT HENLEY
Western League
London, June 22. English oarsmen
are seriously concerned over the "for.576 eign invasion" of Henley. The coming
.569 of crews from America, Canada and
J52 Germany to row for the Grand Chal.508 lenge cup in the first week of July
.422 has set them to figuring as to what
.421 they can depend upon to defend Eng.C j3 lish
prowess, which in this event has

Pet.
.88
Denver .
. .24
Skmi City
St. Joseph .....ft---.3s3
Dyi Moines
.....31
Lincoln . ,
3

Wk-hit- a

25-ce- nt

Omaha .
Topeka .

.
.

.
,

;

. .

.24

....21

23

25
25
25
30.
37
33
39

-

.610

if

I

FOR
.669 ENGLAND
.538
.634
ROWING HONORS
'..475
.469
.444 INVASION
CREWS
OF FOREIGN

22
24
27
SI-4-

--

Pet.

23

-

WATROUS BALL GAME

fll

I

Ml
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Chicago is the gateway to
the lake region. From here
radiate most of the important
water trips. You can make a cir
cle of the Great Lake3 resorts, including those of Wisconsin, Northern
Michigan, and Georgian Bay. Then
visit Buffalo and Niagara Falls, the
Berkshires of New England and the
Adirondacka of New York, with a few
days' stop at Atlantic City. The low
summer tourist fares on the Santa Fe
bring thia trip within the reach of all.
travel
I have some mterestiofflHusii-ate4

books for you, and will be glad to furnish'
sample itinerary.
Remember that best service to Chi
cago, tue ureal
Lakes gateway,
is via the Santa

X
FARF TO

lifeer''L

AND

CHIGflJ

KEli

L. Batchelor,
Las Vegas, N.

only four times lowered its flags to
to the foreigner.
The first foreign victory was in 1906
when the Belgians won the cup. They
repeated the victory In 1907 and again
in 1909, while an Australian crew took
the cup in 1912. However, this year
the oarsmen are watching the Americans more closely, remembering how
Philanear the Vesper' Boat 'duh-'odelphia came to winning in 1905. '
With all this competition' England
this year finds herself' 68013" lacking
in first class material. The Leander
club, which, in previous years could be
depended upon to put a strong crew
oa the river, has not been receiving
so many rowing recruits lately. Formerly it was the usual thing" for row
ing men from all the universities and
colleges to join Leander on graduating
and to keep up their rowing for some
years afterwards. Now more men from
the universities go into business and
hare not the time to devote" to' train'"
ing, or else they go abroad."01,
Leander
lost
club
the
Only recently
its captain, Stanley Gartln, and this
position has fallen to A. F. R. Wiggins,
a former president of the Oxford university Boating club. He will have the
of R. L. Bourne, who stroked Oxford, and will stroke Leander;
Scrutton, an Eton captain; C. S. Ciark,
a Cambridge blue, and HorsfalV an

other University oarsman. Where the
others are to come from has not yet
been disclosed.
What Oxford and Cambridge will do
in the way of crews cannot yet be
stated as their summer races coma
very late this year and until they arte
over no crews will be made up.
'ij'o vThe foreign entries, which had, to
in by June 1 follow
Grand Challenge cup Ruder Verein,
Mayence, Germany; Harvard AthleUo
Association Boat cluby TJ. S. A.; Union
Boat club, Boston, U. S. A Winnipeg
Rowing club, Winnipeg, Canada.
Thames Challenge cup Royal Club
Nautique, Ghent, Belgium.
Stewards Challenge cup Grasshop.
per club, Zurich, Ruder Verein, Ma.
yence.
Diamond Challenge Sculls James
B. Ayer, Union 'Boat club, Boston;
Robert Dibble, Don Rowing club, Toronto, Canada; William Tudor Cradi-ne- r,
Union Boat club, Boston;
Sinigaglia, Larlo club, Ccmo,
Italy; Paul Withington, Union Bc6
club. Boston.
Gui-sep- pl

TURKEY PROTESTS SALE
Washington, June 22. The Tut
government has protect e.i
against the proposed eale cf t'.-ships Mississippi and V to C;r
'

f;
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LOBBY RESTAURANT AND CAFE
Philadelphia, pa., June 22. Final
arrangements were concluded here to
SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
day for what promises to be one erf
VH9 BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLES
tbe most interesting commemorations
of an historical event ever held In this
country. The event to be commemor
ated is the journey of George Wash
ington from Philadelphia to Cam
bridge, Mass., to take command of the
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
continental army in 1775. The com
N
I,
102 Meets
memoration is to, take the form of a
A. M. Regular comtrery Monday night
munication first and 0. R. C. ball on Douglas itmm fj
pilgrimage of members of the Sons of
the American Revolution of Pennsyl
third Thursday In 8 o'clock.' Waiting members are afa
vania. New Jersey. New York, Con
each month. VUlttns diaUy welcome. J C. Werta, PreB)
necticut and Massachusetts, who will
b.others cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; SL K
follow the identical route traversed
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M H, 8. Van Bally, Treasurer.
RATES TOR CLASSIFIED ADVERby Washington) 139 year ago. The
Petten, Secretary.
TISEMENTS
F. O. E. Meets first and third Vaab
dates fixed for the beginning and the
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO.
ending of he pilgrimage will corresday evenings each month at Weoa
men hall. Visiting brothers coraisa
pond to the dates of Washington's de Five cent per line each Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Rei
x ordinary word to a Una.
parture from Philadelphia and his ar Estimate
ly Invited to attend. C. N. Douftlat
conclave
Waa
iftt'Uidar
No ad to occupy lets space than two
mm
rival at Cambridge.
W.
P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary
In
Ma
meat
each
at
lay
The pilgrimage will be made, by Unas All advertleemanta charged
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m, Dr, H.
automobile and will have its start will be booked at space actually sat
M. smith, EL C; Chas. Tamme, Re
from this cjty tomorrow morning. The without regard to number of word. corder.
first stopping iplace "will toe Trenton, Caah In advlnce preferred.
LOCAL TIME CARD
N. J., where a tablet is to be dedicatLAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 1, ROY
ed. There will be a reception at the
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
state house, a trip to" Princeton and
t
vocation tint Monday In
East Bound
dinner at Trenton In the evening, New
each month at Masonic
Arrive
Depart
Brunswick and the Monmouth battle
Temple at 7:10 a
P. No. I.... 7:20 p. m..... 7:4 p. a
field will be visited Wedesday. On
A. Brlaagar, H,
a. s
Jt. O. No. 4. ...11:64 p. m.....ll:6
'
No. I.... Z:25 a. m
Thursday there will be ceremonies at
tflood. Secretary.
2:3s a.
Elizabeth, and Newark, with visits to
No. II.... 1:35 p. m
1:61 a.
I. U. O. F. LAS VFftlR I nrue un
Springfield and Morrtstown. Thursday
Wast Bound
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 1
4. Meets every Monday eveninz
Arrive
evening the party will arrive In New
Depart
t
their hall on Sixth street All Tisitlna- - No. 1.... 1:10 p. m
York and will remain there until Sat
1:3B p. ft
pretnren cordially invite to attend No. I.... 8:35 a. m
urday morning, when the route will be
:4t a.
J. Friedenstlne, N. G.; A. T. Rogera No. 7..v. 4:20 p. m..... 4:8t p. aft
followed to Klngsbrldge and New
thenoe through Greenwich to
G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary: Karl No.
4:35 p. m..... T:tS p. at.
Bridgeport, Conn., for lunch. Sunday FOR SALE At a bargain , four room Werta, Treasurer; C V. Hedgcock,
house with sun room, well, city wa- cemetery Trustee.
will be spent in visits to historic spots
ter, two lots, 1203 Eleventh street
in New Haven and vicinity. Monday
Address Box 244 E. Las Vegaa.
and
Hartford
B. P. O. ELKS
MnAta awvm1 an
will find the pilgrims at
on Tuesday the party will reach
fourth Tuesday evening of each
Springfield. From Springfield the FOR SALE Small ranch near Hot month Elks" home on Ninth street
Springs. For information see Frank and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
route will He through Worcester and
L Due, Plaza west of Vegaa Thea are cordially Invited. Wm H.
Boston to Cambridge, where ceremon
Spring
This
ter.
er. Exalted Ruler: D. W. Condon
ies will be.' held on July 3, the anni
com
of
taking
Secretary.
Washington's
versary
Silver
BABY CHICKS Rhodo Island Reds
mand of the army.
Old military organizations of Trem- - and Barred Rocks until July 30th, KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
-i8 cents.
Mrs. Geo. Tudor, Osage
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
ton, New York, Hartford, Worcester
O.
Kan.
R.
In
will
have a part
the City,
C hall, Douglas avenue, on the
and Boston
first and third Tuesdays of each
program, each acting as escort to the
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knlghta and
pilgrims through their own boundar
FLOUR
Ladles always welcome. O. L. Free
ies. All the houses In which Wash
man, President; Miss Cora Montague,
ington ate or slept along the route
will be decorated and ceremonies WANTED Party with $1,500 to $2,000 Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
It
giving you
will take place in each.
to invest. Can double money In Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
for doa
present
three or four months. Address B Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. M.
Bladder irritations, kidney troubles,
ing something
Care Optic.
dull headaches, weariness, pain in
you 'd do any
back and eldes, all show the kidneys
L. O. O. MOOSE
Meets second and
way when you
need to be toned up, strengthened,
fourth
Thursday
evening each
team how Much
their regular action restored. Foley
month at w. O., W. hall. , Visiting
and
will
do
it
Pills
surely
FOR RENT 'Modern
Kidney
house brothers cordially invited. Howard
BetferEMPRESS
with bath and every convenience Davis, Dictator; P. A. Llm BeoretAty.
quickly. They give good health, free
FLOUR really is.
of appetite
nicely furnished and in good local J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 841,
M dom from pain, a returnthem.
Made by GERO. G
and sound sleep. Try
ity. Phone Main 606.
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every first TuesSchaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
MAN
PROCESS
day of the month In the vestry roonu
Adv.
FOR RENT Suite three unfurnished uf
Temple Montefiore at I o'clock 1
ONE COUPON FROM
steamheated rooms in Wells Fargo m. Visiting brothers are
cordially in
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
GOVERNOR
BY
PARDONED
and Co's. building to parties without vlted. Isaac
Appel, President; Chariot
FIVE
STAMPS
Santa Fe, June 22. Governor Mc
children or dogs; references re- Greenclay, Secretary.
BRINGS YOU THE
Donald today signed two pardons. One
quired. All conveniences. Agent for
SPOON
IT 'S
is for Cable T. Hill sentenced from
Wells Fargo and Company.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
SKNUINE WM.
Carry county from one to two years
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
ROGERS &
for forgery and paroled. The pardon FOR RENT Four room nicely fur- Love at Woodmen of the World hall,
AA
SONS'
restores htm to citizenship..
nished cottage on hill. Inquire at on the
STANDARD
ol
second
and
fourth
Mondays
The other is for Isldoro Portrillo sen
520 Sixth street
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart.
SILVER
traced in March, 1912 for a life terra
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
from Grant county, his sentence com
Local Deputy. Ylsltlni
Montague,
muted to 20 years in 1906, parole
FRENCH-1RE- Y
members are especially welcome and
Is1909
in
while
the
pardon
granted
(STERinvited.
cordially
sued today restores him to citizenship, LOST One brown mare 21 months
LING) FINISH
oia; star in face, white spot on
nose, also white spot on Left hind KNIGHT8 OF COLUMBUS, COUN
Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and
EMPRESS
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
foot, ecar on inside of right fore
Diarrhoea Remedy
:ourth
t Thursday
O. R. C. hall,
in
no
can be ok-brands.
Reward
is
return
leg;
This remedy always wins-thgood
-Pioneer building. Visiting members
ed
the
Harris
not
If
who
all
dairy.
the
of
opinion.
praise,
tained in this city frora 4 $
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
use It. Mrs. F. A. Hood, Burrows,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S. s
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Ind., writes, "I have found Chamber
Dentist
lains' Colic, Cholera and IDarrhoea
Dental work of any description at
Remedy a positive cure for cramps
moderate prices
and sumer complaint." For sale by
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phont
all dealers. Advi
1,000 Iba or Mors, Each Calvary
par 1Sf lhs
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411
1,000 Iba, to 2,009 Iba, Each Delivery
....15c par 1tS las.
200 Iba, to 1,000 Iba, Each Dallvary ,M,WlM.nHlo per 1SC Iba.
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
60 Iba, to 20Q Iba, Each Deilvary
par 1tS Ik
HUNKER & HUNKER
by local applications, as they cannot
Laas than 51 Iba, Each Dsilvery
ilo
par IN
reach the diseased portion of the ear. George A. Hun iter. Chester A. Hanket
There is only one way to cure deafAttornaya-at-Laness, and ' that is by constitutional
East Las Vegas. New Mexico
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
Harvesters, Btorars, and blstributort tf Katiral Iss, tt ParWl
inflamed condition of the mucous linQualities af Whieh Bars Had Las Vegas Tasiema.
MONUMENT CO
Lasting
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
OFFICE 711 DOUGLAS AVENUE
N. M.
Albuquerque,
this tube is Inflamed you have a rum215 E. Central
bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
33 Years Practical Experience.
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
E. A. JONES
W. W. BOWERS
the result and unless the inflammation can be taken out and the tube
DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
restored to its normal condition, hear
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
Osteopathlo Physician
cases out of ten are caused by catarrh,
Office Crockett Building
which is nothing but an inflamed con- Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p. m.
dition of the mucous surfaces.
Residence Phone Main 384
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of De&fnes8 (caused by
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
catarrh) that cannot hp cured by Profealonal Health Culture for Ladle
Hair and Scalp Treatment Manicure,
H inaai Maa
Claatinef bdj. laarai aai aa
Facial Massage, Chiropody; Baths
those who 1CGH1 BIT tte aartisalai ttiajj ft rwth past,
and Massage With Strict AtaaU h RmtB RtSW i iUtmSl
tention to Doctor'a
Thai preyartx ram waa
s
waa reads las ads. U msn Bavsvapar ail srm ifrifl
Prescription '
HOTEL ROMAINE
Brartlsai Estf.
yoar property uMi It w
Phone Main 155, Long Distance Main
44.
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m." to
Others- - irha raod aa aasvar Ma, la IhU
wail Tnq
8:30 p. m. Lae Vegas, N. M.
bra asxlou tm fay aaah tor) books, aatasiaMlaa, asaa ataaiuyrj
sari, ami masleal &
and turaitmra, artlaiaa si SM alaasi st,
stramamta.
'
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for curcu-larfree.
KB tabiiii
As the buMma4 baa. bra reat
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. Ohio.
11 M laaarf
m
e
Mta
slhia
fas
aarti
h7
tMm,
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation. Adv.
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If you have been neglecting to subscribe for

i:

The Optic NOW IS THE TIHE TO TAKE

THE PLUNGE

nr

nnn n o

EM

with each yearly subscription Paid In Advance. There is no increase in price. The
Optic will cost you exactly the same as you would pay for it at the monthly rate of 65c
and you get the electric Iron
N

THESE IRONS are under an absolute guarantee by the Las Vegas Light and Power
Co. They have been given a 64 DAY TEST Think of it! FIFTEEN HUNDRED AND
THIRTY SX HOURS OF STEADY CURRENT and still as good as new.
THE OPERATING EXPENSE is about the same as the cost of fuel in ironing the
old way.
THE DIFFERENCE IS that with a Williams Electric you turn the switch arid in
THREE MINUTES the iron is ready to use. AH the heat is concentrated on the
iron, not a bit of it escapes, you can iron without interruption until you are through, and
the IRON IS HOT. Whereas, by the old method, you will burn a bucketfull of coal getting
the irons ready to use and heat up the whole house in the meantime, tramp back and forth after fresh irons and
to pour bucketfull after bucketfull of coal into your already red hot stove and YOU ARE HOT while YOUR IRONS
YOU ARE COOL while

)

ARE COOL.

The Optic for

lebor

saving-convenien-

ce

whole year end this
is only

M

Mail it or give it to the Carrier

You may Bring your check to the Optic Office and get your iron.
and the Electric Iron will be delivered to your door.
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Bisflo"?

What Is It? Come to

Stearnstore
11

to 12 and from 3 to 6 Tues.
day and Wednesday
.V'.."..

.

,

IMHIII I I II Hi IH I I H'H
MUTUAL THEATER f

- Brido

"

t

St

TONIGHT7:43

First Shaw Sta.rta

J

We will have a shipment

DIVORCE FOR EZEKIAL

of watermelons tomorrow.
The first of the season.
j.

LOCAL NEWS
Light automobile lampe at 7:46
o'clock this evening.
For Sale A Kimball piano cheap.
Call at 507 Mala, avenue.
Old Taylor Whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Ad?.

Hot Biscuits Like Mother
Used to Make

Finch's Golden Weeding Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you.; At the Lobby, of course. Ady.

r

HONS

axt

"The Dog of Flanders"
Feature
"Acres of Alfalfa and Our
Latest Birds"

We Will Serve You

:va'

WAT

one thousand dollars,' which he gave,
and upon application of Smith and his
attorney, A. C. Voorhees, the case was
continued until the November term.
Hik demise will abate the case. .Smith
was a blacksmith by trade, but in the
later years of his life Bought journalistic honors, and became editor of a
democratic paper published at Raton,

Cantaloupes,

SECOND IlililO MARKET
FOR THIS WEEK

GRINE

Judge Leahy this morning granted
a decree of divorce in the case of
Kiekial Grine, plaintiff vs. Lionlres
The
Romero de Grine, defendant
in
town
of
reside
Mora,
the
partly
married by the parish priest
of ttaBkllage on February 14, 1914,
and after living together as husband
and wife for a period of 30 days, the
defendant left the home provided for
her by her husband, and went to live
with her parents, anA. refused to re
turn to her husband. The plaintiff
turned over to the defendant all their
household furniture and three cows
and 23 goats,, the value of the property aggregating $350. The divorce was
granted on the grounds of abandonment and desertion, the defendant not
appearing to contest the alegationa of
the complaint

daily at our store.

II, YORK
GROCER & BAKER

Auto Livery See me for. prices.
Leave orders at Central Hotel office or
phone Schaefer Drug Store. H. R.
Parker. Adv.

Model 59 Over- -

1

.
auricl
.
.
S650.00
1 Bupmobile, 1914 model, $850.00
1 Buick, 1911 model . . S250.00
1 Ford, 1913 model . . $250.00
1 Viehle touring car . . $300.00
1913Abbott Delriot Electric
Self Starter . . $1,000
,
v Light,
1

peaches,' an"N

plums and all other kinds
of fruit can be obtained

J.

OUR.

f

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.

GET READY FOR TAG DAY..'
All .the young ladles of the city are

Traere will be a meeting of the local requested to meet Mrs. Ben Lewis at
lodge of Odd Fellows hls evening "at the Palace clothing store next;FrIday
Wagon which the election' of officers tor the morning at 9 o'clocK. The meeting
lr..,A. K,NorthwoQd,vOf
AD will
flake place.
Mound has. purchased a Buick 25 aut- - Rooming)
,b.eutoj presentthe girls with tags
tomoblle from the Las Vegas Motor memDers axe,ref)tyeeiea to be present. which they are expected to dispose of

June, the Month of Brides

Breasr-'iriH-

Bakery Ssde
Ladies Aid of Christian Church

Saturdecy Jllrve 20
Beginning eit 9:30 O'clock

Page Sample Furnitvlre
Company 6th.

Street

507

Not "Heavier Than Air
but lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, etc., baked
from Pure Quill flour. t Try
a eack , of It and see bow
your reputation aa a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high class flours but Is worth
more as no other la fully
equal to it Order a sack to-day.

15he

Las Vegas Roller Mills

Car company.

during the day for the benefit of the
Professor Q.. C,2ingg has been Welfare department of the Woman's
A marriage license was granted to elected superintendent of schools at clubs.
Pedro 'yrtado, aged 23, and Clpriano Clarksdale, Arizona. While the new
Friday will be tag day. and all young
Maez, aged 26 years, Saturday after position.,
advantageous;, to Professor Jftfcles of the city, the larger part of
noon at the court house.
jngg tJtteiiprniaJiTi.wil,greaUst miss whqm are not members of the Wom-him.
M.H
..;- jUi's:club, will assist the club in their
The Ladies' leagua of Ihe First
big campaign for money to assist the
J. S. Baylis, formerly division su- poor of the city, by selling tags. It
Presbyterian chiurch will hold a. mis
sion, tea Tuesday afternoon at 2:30 perintendent of the southern division is expected that over 20 girls will as
o'clock at the. home of Mrs., V E. of the Fred Harvey system, arrived sist In this way.
",'
in Las Vegas today and will remain
Gortner on the plaza;
,t
here. Mr. Baylis is to be superintend(Several automobile tourists passed ent of the western division with head'
through Las Vegas yesterday en route quarters in this city, taking the place
NORMAL NOTES
to and from California. The number of E. T. Plowman who died a short
unusuwas
accompanthus far this month has been
time. ago. Mr. Baylis
ally heavy and it 'is. thought July will ied here his wife... ..
Superintendent of Public Instruction
be a record breaker."
Alvani N. White spoke, at chapel on
theNormal
of
The moving pictures
The Modern Woodmen of America school parade and picnic taken on Fri- Thursday afternoon. Mr. White spoke
will hold a regular meeting tonight day last by Photographer Bell, offi- in a convincing way and pleased all
at 8 o'clock sharp in the W. O. Wj. cial photographer of New Mexico who heard him. After his talk the
hall on Sixth street All members scenes for the San Diego exposition, tickets for the picinic were distrib
are urged to attend for the settlement have been developed, and Mr. Bell re- uted and final arrangements for thie
were completed
of important business.
ports that the pictures taken will be day
to
fill
and
that
sufficient
three reels,
Many attended the recital by the
Mrs. Ollie Shearer announces that all the pictures are excellent
The
on account of increased business she exhibition of these pictures will be a music pupils of EL E3. Wentworth Lay-to- n
In the auditorium Friday night.
has removed to the Hotel Romaine, 'great advertisement for Las Vegas, and
All
the evening.
masenjoyed
and
where ehe will give bathe
for the Normal .University. .
to
doctor's
attention
with
strict
sage
Moving pictures were taken at the
TAXES REFUNDED
prescriptioni She will also continue
dorlmtory
Saturday
morning and
facial and hair treatment, chiropody,
case
In the
of application of Charles
manicuring and shampooing. Phone Weld company asking for a return many spectators were attracted by
Main 155.
to them of $35..15 paid on certan lands the playing of the band which was
in Guadalupe county, as taxes for the having ite picture taken.
Yesterday afternoon about 1 : 30 years 1909 to 1913, an order was signThe lecture by Colonel Ralph E.
o'clock a small fire broke out in the ed by the court requiring the treasurer
rear of the Bismark restaurant which of Guadalupe county to rebate to the Twitchell on last Thursday evening
was extinguished by the East side de Charles Ilfeld company this amount, was thoroughly enjoyed by the stupartment The fire started In a pile the same having been paid into the dents. Giving the history of tnis part
of the country and showing high class
of boxes and damage resulted to the county as a double and erroneous
slides of the old palace at Santa Fe
amount of about $60.
the colonel brought out many points
of
New Mexico history not known by
Automobile stage line to Mora trl
H.
SMITH DEAD
P.
weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat i. At 3 a. m. Friday P. H. Smith, a pio- many (present Another illustrated
urday, leaving Las Vegas poetoffice neer resident of Raton, died at his resi- lecture is promised by Colonel Twitoh-el- l
for later in the summer.
8 Mm., arriving Mora 9:45 a, m. dence, of acute Indigestion. AnnounceLeave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas ment, of the funeral has not yet been '
Wednesday afternoon. at chapel As5:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, $5; made. Raton Range.
sistant Superintendent of Public Inone way, $3. Round trip tickets good
for one week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.
P. H. Smith was in LaB Vegas sev- struction Filadelfo Baca talked to the
419 Railroad avenue. Phone Main 307. eral days during the May term
of students on school work and the value
Adv.
court, an, indictment,, having been re- of,.lt All were pleased with the talk
turned against him by the grand Jury and nope to hear him again. R. R.
The new road to Watrous through of the county charging him with pub- Larkin spoke on the value of efficienthe Kronlg property will probably be lishing and circulating a libelous ar- cy and brought out the fact that ceropened the latter part of this week, ticle against Mr.. Jan van Houten of tain studies were not emphasized
according to an announcement from Raton. He plead not guilty to the enough, in the school course. Mr. Lar-kln'- s
Watrous today. The old road is prac- indictment and bis bond was fixed at
points were well brought out
and wiere backed bys illustrations.
tically impassable on. account of the
highf water In the Sajtallo, river. A
It goes without saying thattall who
lumber of auto tourists were pulled
went on the picnic Friday ' had a
out of the Mora and Sapelto rivers
The students were all
good time.
yesterday.
greatly pleased with the treat given
them by the Commercial club: The
The Baptist church was crowded to
auto ride was enjoyed by all as was
the doors last night to hear and see
the dinner served at the groundst
illustrated
the
Jecture "In Hia Steps."
Many epent the afternoon climbing'
The views of the Normal parade were
the jhlUs, while others fished, and
All Classes of
those of thei "movie" man and the
went wading in the river. Some fine
demonstration on the plazai, A Joke
motion pictures were taken and will
was pulled off on the Normals in Inbe
used in the scenario for the San
burros
three
loaded, with wood
cluding
"
' , Diego exposition.
in the procession! The lecture was
about the livest thing of its kind ever
DIVORCE GRANTED
seen In towm Only about half of the
Santa Fe June: 22 District Judge
book was covered last night The
E.
Abbott. toda,x granted a divorce
other half and a, beautiful illustrated
Cleaning of Flumes a Speto Viola S. Tabb .from Benjamin Tabb
song are reserved for the coming
of Albuquerque on the charge of deSunday night Tha singing from the
Prices reasonable.
cialty.
'
sertion
and abandonment
congregation last trfght was remarkM.
H.
able, Mrs.
Northrup sang very
Impressively "Face to Face," by HerTOO LATE Tfc CLASSIFY
SATISFACTION
bert Johnson. ,. l;va.;..:.... .

All Around You
when you enter pur store,
you yvilL
of high --quality--of
our
find-eviden-

ces

Young couples just starting ' housekeeping, and
who have jrefinedi'ideas

about home furnishings
J yet probably a limited
amount of cash to gratify their tastes in this direction will
find it profitable to call and select their necessary Furniture
here. Popular prices. Remember your credit is good.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OP LAS VEGAS. N. M.
Capital, $100,000;:Snrplus and Undivided Profits, $23,000.

Inlevery department

'
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Banking we

tvre prepared to give jthe best of service
?

interest Petii ctt Tims Deposits

We Dry

i!c::.3 of Ike Eestol Everything Eatable

Grants Hyjjenic Crackers
THE GRAAF & IIAYVARD CO. STORE

GUARANTEED..

Las Vedas Stjeam I
Laundry .
617 Duolas Ave

FOR'REN'T Modern light housekeep-roomvery reasonable. Also one
, nicely furnished room $1.50
a week.
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s,

Las Wgan Leading
Undertakers
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ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP
GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
!. and Machine
Shop
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SELF RISING FLOUR
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Endorsed by America's Finest Cooks
.k

SOLD BY

.

Y0U3 GROCER
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ASK FOR IT

THE HQUDE VMFE'S FRIEND

WANTED

'

it
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For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.

'

Bookkeeper and stenographer; young man some experlieice
real estate' and Insurance business
preferred. Address Box 548, East
Las Vegas, N. Ml
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Men's &. Women's
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TIRES AND TUBES

Steam Clean

HARVEY'S IS OPEN
34th season of this famous mountain resort Carriage out every Saturday morning, returning following
Friday; charge, including passage
both ways $10. Special rates for longer time. Address East Las Vegas,
Box B. Leave orders at Murphey's
or Plaza hotel. Adv.
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; Jefferson Reynolds, President.
President.
Vice
E. D. Reynolds, Vice President
&
Davis,
tS.
HaBct RayuoMs. Cashier.
ft Erie Hoke. Assistsnt Cashier.

Furniture.

household

iMoses9 Best
"
I

Flour

Better Brefid and more loaves per sack.
rr-z-:

SOLD BY ALL GROCERS izirizz

GROSS KELLY &;CO.

Distributors

